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Two years ago
the Arcata City
— Council

_ proclaimed the
city “a freedom

~ of access city.”
- promised to make
special efforts to
:
~ ensure that

-

Arcata’s public

buildings and businesses be made fully accessible for people
with disabilities. Since then, it has taken numerous

complaints and a visit by a representative of the attorney
\general of California to make the city comply with state and
federal laws regarding equal access for people with

disabilities.

—

_

New Dean
Lily Owyang, HSU’s new dean of
un

uate studies, bringsa

lifeof living in the Far East to the
West.

|

Story begins on page 13.

Skin DEEP
Tattoos may seem repulsiveto
some.

Hi

, to some

at HSU the art they
students

wear on their bodies is a

- personnel statement.
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Campus

@ Multicultural Center expected to be safe place for

groups to meet. Page 3.

i

mt Ertu, Bhito? Big Watery and
an sorority funinx thePagesun.8

HSU Newman
Community

Community

13

@ The Lumberjack makes furnishing your apartment

cheaply a little easier.

13.

io

A Catholic student organization

Science

Mass §:30p.m.

happen when a cornet hie Jupiter be dae. Pale

Chaplain: Father John Rogers

e

lology department recieves
Gee have Ameremiee aa

eRetreats

j=

@ | Resources

Currents

eFriday night dinners

eSocial Activities

t

eintramurals

@ Harper Patrick Ball admits that white men

Page 26.

can’t jump

but at least this one can pluck like a pro. Page 27.

35

Sports

151 E. 16th Street

™ Despite recent run-ins with livestock, the HSU cross

mere | Newman Center

country team looks strong going into this weekend's
distance summit. Page 35.

700 Union Street

822-6057

|

ainsi

& Skin artists use tattoos to add local color.

Lutheran Church
of Arcata

wont

;

nt to help
and to up-

grade
labs. Page 23.

eBible study

em

3 | Natural

Jey

tistshave a potpourr! of opinions as to what will

Sunday at Lutheran Church

—o

oma

from
dream
@ The California Coastal Trall—a emerging
the fog. Page 16.

@ Many students are finding martial arts as a way to
keep safe and in shape. Page 36.

=)

Opinion/ Editorial

The Center is always open for studying, cooking and hanging out.

4

@ Former student asks if student activity fees and

CenterArts programare
s the best way to spend your

time and money. Page 41.
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‘Humboldt hosts CSSA annual conference
@ California State
Student Association
event brought

CSU Bakersfield,
said, “Thanks

representatives

the cooperation of
concerned
about the impact of

press release,
Will Moton,
cumcoCoahtedtnedamhon,

to the enormous
brought to bear by

from almost all the
CSU campuses.

Representatives
from 14 of the
to Arcata last

wee
to take part in the ana nual California a
Student

students
as opposed to the
oe

they feel is best for the CSU system. As a result there is a bill

Eee

ce onli

Speakingto the representaeebenumaname. Dan Faulk,
an HSU
science lecturer,
talked to the
tatives on

assbauaabeuntasanistil

to the governor's desk is ~
Need

cussed at the conference, which
was held at the Hotel Arcata.

Wendy Belding, HSU’s CSSA
representative, said the reprem4
ea
weed

sentativesare attempting
to pressure the CSU
of Trustees
torededicate themselvesin mak-

ing education affordable and

accessible to lower income students.

Representatives

attending

were from HSU, San Francisco,
San Jose, San
o, Sonoma,
Chico, Bakersfield, Northridge,
San Marcos, San Bernardino,
Sonoma, Pomona, Fresno,

Hayward and Los Angeles cam“(The Board of Trustees) wants

SANDRA SCOGNAMIGLIO/THE LUMBERJACK

Students to pay one-third of the
cost of education, when the phi-

Dan Faulk pushed for changing the public’s perception of | josophy behind the CSU is that
reality at theCallfomia State Student Association conference. education should be affordable

cabucte the

vs.

Sopdon
of
ema
is whataffects

Merit bill.
Its

Cal Grants “(The Board of
awarded

Trustees) wants

pte

swthertha, students to pay
merit
_ one-third of the cost
Belding
emphaof education ...”
sized
al-

sis of need

WENDY BELDING

though the
fee

HSU CSSA Representative

in-

crease

is

and

according

to

Belding, this has resulted in stu-

dents

more

Soadiiele

more, they
watch TV.”
Faulk

falked about
how impor-

develop
a
: good relationship with members
of themedia
and tofind
out what
reporters
are covering the issues
they are interested in.
t’s important to be friendly

than

:

Faulk
said . ,”“People
don'treadthe
paper any-

tant it is to

only
10
percent
t, the Trustratherthan37
ees tacked on a $36 fee for the
Health Center without student
consent,

stu-

CSSA secured $56 million in
financial aid
for UC, CSU
and California Community Col-

She said the Trustees make
decisions
on the basis of what

20 California State University
oecame

fees, we were able to
dent fee increases
toa

and accessible to everyone,”
Belding said.

y Teresa Mills

ssure

See CSSA, page 11
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Multicultural Center
Coordinator wants groups to have ‘safe place’ to meet
At one time solely used for the Women’s Center

include the members of the Multicultural
Center: Black Student Union, Asian Student Union, Jewish Student Union,
American Indian Alliance, MEChA

and faculty offices, House 55 has become the |
meeting place for cultural groups on campus.

(Chicano Student Movement), Gay, Les-

guage and behavior,he said. People who
violate the guidelines are escorted out,
In New Zealand
and Tahiti, the Maori
le have a meeting lace in each vilcalleda “marae,” where
conflicts
are
resolved, barriers
are removed, and everyone
is given a voice.

Arapata
McKay, coordinator
of HSU’s
first Mul
Center,
used the marae
as an example of his ultimate goal for the
center— that it “be a safe place.”
McKay, a native of New Zealand, said

often by their own family members.

McKay said conduct guidelines will

also be developed for the Multicultural

Center,

creating
a haven where students

will not feel intimidated, threatened or

bian, Bisexual Student Association,
Women’s Center, Islamic Student Union,
International Student Union and the

Adult Re-entry Center, as well as other
cultural groups
in-

_ .

cluding the
of
Disabled Students,
Indian Natural Re-

—

fear verbal abuse for expressing’ their
ideas and Te.
“I want this to be as inclusive as possible for all community members at

peg

ngineering

Pro-

am, and indian
eacher and Educational Personnel
Program.

HSU,” McKay said.

The formation of the center can be

McKa
cultura
...,

said these
roups
bod toy.

Thursday at the center’s first meeting the

attributed latgely tothe leadership of the

marae is sometimesa

Cultural Roundtable. The roundtable was

lana Kauiman

who met to discuss issues im
them and to develop a m

vitation to the roundtable because “they
have experienced or are experiencing systematic oppression.”
Other groups interested are invited to
te as longas “they fulfill the

where chil-

dren experience life issues for the first
time an
freely
to their elders.
“You don’t have to be an args
speaker
or a
sophisticated
said. “sometimes people

ey tet

up and cry.”

Because the marae is a place where
everyone’s
opinion is respected, there are

guidelines to appropriate lanunderstood

formed last fall by seven student groups

t to

The establishment of a cultural center
was the most important issue on that

agenda.

Groups that have been invited to have
a representative seat on the Cultural
Roundtable at its next meeting Sept. 23

mission of the center,” said Ilana
Kaufman, assistant coordinator of the
center.

The center’s mission statement, which
was
layed
ona
at Thursday’s

oe halons

HSU

to state:

ticultural Center is a student-

directed facility/
am which celebrates both the differences and commonalties reflected in our culturally diverse university community.
education

and

advocacy,

Multicultural Center will resist Tg

e

sion and create a safe place for all university community members to gather.
Through a variety of student-initiated
activities,
and services in the
Multicultural Center will promote the
of cultural groups and

individuals.”

McKay
said after the Cultural
Roundtable meets, it will redefine the
mission statement to fit the views of the
students.

Culture was also defined at the meet-

as “A combination of ideas, con-

caps vihees balsa

enabled,

rituals, ceremonies, knowledge
symbolism that act as a survival mechanism

Mt Mthotgh Hocke 55 is too small for

See Center,
page 11
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Newly elected dean recalls steps to success
pianist, Lily Owyang

The Owyangs led a comfortable
life in
the Philippines.
“In the Phili
my er
a

coe

“My brother and I had a nursery person
we had acook. My mother’s role was

a After years of being a

became dean in August.

sinidiotake cil of her,”
to have

She was a social secre-

, practically.”

At the age 4, Lily Siao Owyang began

oye a 7, she was performing in
concerts.

Now 56,

elmmaiew
ate Studies.
Accor:

is begi

her first

ee Deen of Undergraduthe road fr

amperes

ein

legeadministrator
has

been a short one.

has little memory of her father, who was killed in a Ja
conae
when she
was 3
old.
At the age of 4, Owyang was introduced
to the piano.
“I think I started because
a very well-to-do family, the goal was to

“As a child, I saw
myself as a typical

comingfrom Fim:

make me the best can-

didate for the best marriage.

50 part of that
meant
I took piano lesjoy I got from persons,” she said.
:
forming with chamFor
the
lesber groups, I also get Chinese child. That
sons
oor
hae
from working with
suming. I got up. I
groups of students,”
means obedience.”
practiced, then I went
she said.
to
school.
. ButOwyangwould
LILY OWYANG
- “I came back and I
be the first to say that
Dean of Undergraduate Studies
practiced.
[had dinner
her former life as a
“es
and
I
practiced.
You’re
concert pianist was
talking
eight hours a day of practicing.”
not always a joyful experience.
Even though Owyang was identified
was born into a wealthy famas a child prodigy,
said it never matChina.
ily in
tered
whether
enjoyed
playing the
s father, as a member of
piano.
China’s diplomatic core, was sent to the
“As a child, I saw myself as a typical
Philippines during World War II to repChinese
child. That means obedience.
resent his country.

“The same kind of

48 |
CC FICE

i-

:
,
B

studies dean.
After a May interview, Lily Owyang was chosen as undergraduate
the first job she could get was in
You listened to what your parents
wanted citizen,
you to do. You were very conscience of an assembly line. So what she did was.
what your family’s expectations were. solder parts to radios. She would come
And you pretty much conformed. For home crying because she would burn
me, there
was no such
as rebellion.” herself.”
As a result,
said she felt an
In 1948, Owyang’s
decided to
obligation
“to
make
life
a
little bit easier”
take the family to New York City, where
for her mother. This meant taking care of
her daughter could attend the ——
her younger brother and sister,
as well as
Julliard Preparatory School of Music.
continuing
her
lessons
at
Julliard
Life in New York for the
gs was
cing during her
time.
a far cry from their opulent lifestyle
in the and
Still, she remembers
“terrifiPhilippines.
“(My
mother) came to the United States cally jealous that my brother could goout
with really nothing. She went to the first
See Dean, page 10
job she could get. Given that she wasn’t a

@
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Mail Order Discount Prices with Local Service
‘SCHOOL SUPPLIES
‘HOME-OFFICE FURNITURE
“COMPUTER SUPPLIES

The classy place
for after class!

10% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS & FACULTY WITH I.D.
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i

(822-0527)
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Ple-eating contest, left, drewa
crowd Sunday. Blaze Barker,
above, into the contest.

Rusheescompete
in the Life
Saver passing contest, right.

Greek Olympics
Rushees go to‘mix, mingle
<

@ Despite fewer
people, this year’s
event was said to
be better.
oe

munity,”.
said
Vaughna
Matteson, president of Delta Phi

fraternity or sorority, Matteson
said.
After the pledge period,
the participants become life-long

Rush was kicked off last week
with an all-Greek information

members of the
on.
There are about 20 students

sorority wasallowed to
its organizationand
explain how

Matteson said
Eachof HSU’ s six Greek orga-

tion interacts
in the Greek com-

night where each fraternity
and

?

each differs, the nursing senior

More than 50 participants
turned out to celebrate the HSU
Greek Olympics Sunday as this
semester's
rush period draws to
a close.
The event provides students
hoping to pledge a campus sorority or fraternity with the
——
mixand mingle
.. and see how each organiza-

9

ee

:

nizations took part in Sunday’s
event held in Redwood Park.
said.
Although the turnout wasn’t
After the two-week period
as large as last year, this
ends Saturday, each o
tion will send outbidsand
“rush- - semester’s Greek Olympics was

ees” can

the bid for the better because of the events, said

Mike Hertzer,
one they want to join.
Sigma Phi.
pledgesstudents then become
mapa semester during
expected tolearn —

the history and teditions ofthe

t of Delta

microbiology

—

See Olympics,
page 11
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Find out what's going on our campus today that will change your life tomorrow. —

Turn to the Science section.

;
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HSU students lobbied to reduce fee increases

.

@ The CSU Board of Trustees supports
an idea that would force students to pay
,
for one-third of their education.
Kern
Laer

In late June, both the Assembly and state Senate approved a

———

Three HSU studentsspentthe

summer fighting against more
fee increases.

by the hun- on Comantee,
rallyents
ter wing and phone bank ESeud
arrived in SacraWhen
year
y and nothdreds thereever
for both
mento the
"the
ccomplshe,
re set up a com- ngevergras
ne
ns
ce
—
and modem onandthesentquad.et said.
they had
that we're coming, they lock

Everyone came up

ters written and people would

“(Students) deserve every
possible encouragement =

their parents en-

Associated StudentsPresident

standing up toan unacceptable

couraging

aad

crease,”

oredéure

,

Kirkpatrick, California
te Student Association

resentative Wendy Bel

z percent
ine

7

said Sen.

College of Science
Rice,fer
Jenni

Art Torres,

and Natural Resources

at
puta

on their
represen-

Dos An- tates”

tative, lobbied the state

es.

ture to vote againsta bill that

“We

a 37 percent increase
called for
in CSU fees.

rn addito
tion

werereally
feelinglike

and the Chancellor's office

against the

needed to

trick and

ciously

working

The CSU Board of Trustees
the bill which called for

CSU students to pay for one-

in-

fee

,

third of their educational costs.

Belding lobbied the Senate and

students the bill was defeated in

vesstudents

the efforts of the HSU

committee, according toa CSSA

“We felt we could be more

.

fight

for

onthe CSU

it

Rice said.

thoroughly,
so “ae
rr
where

oo
© assemb
iw were comim 8
‘

and pulldown the —
°

window

”

“~_

shades.
mIFER

JENNIFER

re-

would

ym

they lock their doors

Rice

College of Natural Resources

ty education,”

t brought us tocdsecanas

t like we needed to tackle the

E

Ries

50
were
su . oh
ton

mata

>

4

we're com-

senniter
studentsbeing soinvolved,” Rice

ce said

were a fewdstuesai
there
_Ric

ingfrom”

"

said.

theyspenta dentsfromChicolobbying
lot of time

on _ the.
Phone tryto getto
ing

now

the

issues

other

was

three of them that made their
|
voices heard.
the Asseming
met with
Beld

bly and Senate members and

their aides while Rice testified in

TheCSSAofficeinSacramento

__ Rice presented testimony on

aides

administra-

tors.

|

They

and

and Sciences Representatives

fero-

accessible

Withthis you

—

someone

thetrustee-

press release.

1

Rice said.

!

effective educating ourselves

fold it in three and send it to
“Th

was overwhelming,

their doors and pull down the
window shades.

”
y to our
ters
Belding said. “We had formlet-

oa
at 10 percent.

of the Assembly Higher Educa-

capitol.”

trickleda

Inthe

did much of the preparation

ly
front of the AssembHigher
Education Committee.

bill.
the trustee-reform

up some of the

work, setting

See Lobby, page 9

in front
meetingsand a hearing

Withthese you

now.
can save for years. can save right
i
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liner
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Mondayon
- Thursday
es
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- 5848

oe
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cardiovascular
and cerebrovas-

cular research.”

Students chosen willbe as-

signed to research laboratories
in California
for 10 weeks dur-

ing the summer to work under
the

college or university
at time of

rate from the rest
of the Depot,

fornia or be a resident
of the

midnight.
Music, poetry

state;

24-26.

stration information is

available at 822-1515.

National Service
Students will soon be given
more
—
to earn money
for

AHA offers program

college

A student research program
organized by the American
Heart Association, California
Affiliate and Greater Los Angeles Affiliate is accepting applications.

Apress release from the AHA
stated, “The purpose of the program is to encourage gifted undergraduate students from all
disciplines toconsider careers in

Co!

NGL

The Senate approved a $1.5
billion com
version of

ine:

‘

President
ton’s National
Service plan Thursday
that will
help students earn money for

ag et A

inheartresearch

A CD

“The Loft is a losing enterprise
with students
but popular with
faculty and administration,”
Nelson said.
Although technically part of
the Depot, the coffee
house will
be the responsibility
of the A.S.

OL

plan approved

for commu-

nity service. The bi awaits the
t’s signature.
* Participants
of the service
mustbe at least 17 years
US. citizen or

aay

to close it.

dmccarbasin

a

wasn’t

epee

dent and sox permanent Fei

diploma or
to earn one.
Graduate students can also par——

passed
57 to 40,

‘ with 51 democrats and six reit, includpublicanssu)
Boxer, Ding Senators

S5 OFF

ry

WIth

;

nicntion

nagemaatan, st ag a

ally the Loft was tarfor a new coffee house, but

California.

year and $700 million in the third
year.

ranging from five to $10. More

"yam

ear

cus on the history
of the studyof
hieroglyphic writing and examples of how new decipherments are made. This workshop
will also have a weekend presentation.
The last workshop will be

Cafe.”

6700 or any local AHA office in

in

lion, $500 million
in the second

tained

through Extended Education.
Another workshop will be
held this weekend that will fo-

campus similar to a late

on

mation are available
at (415) 259-

$59, Spending

ge HRP
at Mier ME Meee

only available for enrollment

autenmanaeie

ceived
by Jan. 15.
Applications
and more infor-

Admission
to the slide show
will be based on a
scale

6 og

a Friday slide show and lecture
on in Founders Hall
118 at 7 p.m. aswell
as two days
of instruction on the following
Saturday and Sunday in
Goodwin Forum.
The Friday evening slide
shows are free and
‘to ev-

“Peoplein

Applications, transcripts and

recommendations
must be re-

ital

*

berjack En’

on temperate

ALAA

whereit

wri
it
fag aboot ease

said Mark Nelson, a member of
the board of directors
of Lum-

int a econd yar and 470m
——

The network
has been travel-

ing across the United States giv-

SALA

to have a better atmosphere,”

, 33,000

LEAL RLS

The first of three
“The New World’s of Literate
the Maya” presented an over

logical sciences
and one semester of physics
or calculus.

7:30 p.m.

REA

studies

course in organic chemistry,
bio-

ocala allows for 20,
lartehare:

e have completed
a one-year

IR

to decorate the area with student art.
“This is a chance for students

care benefits.

RGN

tation in Founders Hall 118 by
Tom Jones, interdisciplinary

© be a junior or senior
in the

fall
of 1994; and -

a

will be fextured
—_
is being put together
by the A.S. to set up committees

writing, began last Fridey with
aslide show and lecture presen-

view

readings and art

The Native Forest Network
will be
a slide show tomorrow in Founders
Hall 118 at

et i

taerogiyphichic

year.
would
receiveli
ances of at least $7,400 a
and health care and child day

at

Maya

on;
j
© attend an institution
in Cali-_

age
aga

open from 7 p.m. to

Seesops ontae

© be enrolled full-time in a

Associated Studentsis
sible for the cafe, which will bea
student-runestablishment
sepa-

ee

- has been set for the coffee house.

In order to be eligible
applicants must:

se Aan

Atentative
Oct.7 opening date

vison
of scientists.
student will receive a

Wednesday,
Sept. 15, 1993
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Affimative action purpose clouded by confusion
@ Student Affirmative
Action officer,

ee
rns
with it,” she said.
to Aden, because

Brenda Aden says the legal concept of
affimative action is often misconstrued.

By Tamawy Wititer

Quota is to reserve a certain

sbaconcuptlbe
cae.
Ons etmek con-

fusion about the legal concept of
Statistically ” the number of
women and minorities
hired in
the California
State University
has increased
from 17.3

—

1990 to 35.3 percent in

aft

ieonteien ee
firmative action ta

it

amount of positions
for minorities and women and keeps
whites and males
from competequally. “People think this is
affirmative
action is,” said
Aden.
According to Aden, this is
wrong. Affirmative
action means
positiveaction—
taking the possible steps to recruit, hire,
mote,and retain women and miNorities in underrepresented
ar-

eas.

competition
process (affirmative action)
you

ay
get
gon
toon
lost ane enw
ose gle of
a
equality, living in harmony
and

compete
with all people. In
ing with quotas, there is nocom-

eae
differences,” said
Brenda Aden, affirmative action
officer.
Aden stressed that because

“Affirmative action is competitive, but tends to be threatening. Therefore, those threatened
blame on something

only see the statistics
re-

to
action, they
are ignorant as to what they

_ “People don 't understand af. =
firmative action. People get

quota and affirmative action
mixed up,” she said.

petition.

thats tangible (women and mi
norities),” said Aden.

“Because

ple confuse

quota with
e action,
some women and minorities
may think that they were hired
just because of their
er or
ethnicity
— this is only one fac-

of this misconception
of affirmative action, women and minorities are hurt.
_
Aden pointed out that people’s
prejudices come out when they
say peopleare
hired because they
are a minority or female.
“One goal of affirmative action is to match usage, and to
have some proportion of

aiaras

PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS STUDENTS
Don’t forget... Philip’ offers
you a 10% DISCOUNT*
on Paper, Chemicals,

ism still exists, or we wouldn’t

have the decline in the number

of individuals who eo a sori

program and actually
cational)
finish Hea, it is all tied

tion.
“In reality,
we need to encourage women and minorities to go
into
ted areas. In
some areas of study there are no
minorityor female role models,”
Aden said.
Aden said white males are the
only available role models for
some areas of study, that what
our education system is lacking
tremendously is a different perspective. “Perspective is very
crucial,” she said.
Aden encourages departments to advertise job openings
in a variety of publications —
including those that minorities
and women are likely to read.
By doing this, Aden said,“ You

“This is discouraging for
womenand minorities. They are
not trained in someareasof
study
because of the prejudices that
exist,” said Aden.
She offered a solution to the
problem of lack of availability in
some areas of academia: to train
people and create an environment that is not sexist or racist.
According to Aden, we know
and are aware of political correctness and to value diversity.
However, to say and profess
equal opportunity doesn’t mean
we always believe in it. By stereotyping we are automatically
being racist,sexist or thinking
negatively of others.
“Affirmative action is under
the umbrella of diversification.

are going to attract minorities

Through affirmative action, we

people’s availability and utiliza-

and women as well — a variety

Welcome
back to lecture
Ps

of people.”
“Diversification is not he
at color or gender,it
looking
includes looking at perspective
because of ethnicity or gender,”
Aden said.
“Obviously racism and sex-

gain diversity,” Aden said.
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beans and Kinkos

Film ond Supplies.

On the Arcata Plaza» 622-3185
Monday - Friday 9:30 am to pm

A

steal

at only

$352

Saturday
9:30 am to Som
“discount
on cast/check sales only

Open to Midnight, Sunday through Thursday, ou

Student
Insuranc:
Health

Copy center provides everything you need to meet

tough deadlines.
Including our staff.

HAPPY HOUR DISCOUNT
4¢ copies on self-serve
copiers
(7pm to Midnight - Sunday though Thureday )

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT
10% Student Discount with student ID.
(Not valid with other offers, postage, shipping 8 Cour Works packets )

Copy center —

n Late,
Open 7 Days
TA 822-8712

Enrollment is now open and
will provide coverage through

August 24, 1994. Cove

dependents is also available.

aS)

Brochures are

available at the A.S.
Business Office.
South Lounge,
University
nter

826¢3771 |
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Quad hopping oo oe
Despite the construction on the Quad, Ron Suteliffe, left,
of the Campus Center for Appropriate Technology trys to
inform Jacob McQuirk about CCAT. Annie Sullivan, Katie
Smith, and Noelle Black (pictured fromieft to right) of
_ Kappa Phi Omega, above, have found a new piace to
settie their table in the Art Quad.

ing

September 15th

Dinner at 6p.m.
Wedn
at the homeo
Gretchen Ferrin
634 14th St.,near HSU

DENTISTRY
|
Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
n the

Plaza in Jacoby 's Storehouse

Happy Hour

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS

Kedwood Concect Ballet!

Company Dancer Auditions
September 18 & 19 1:00p.m.]
For information call:

(707) 442-7770

Advance level pointe world
for ladies
e Company that performs

Got an opinion?
Mad as hell and not going to take it any more?
Let the world know what’s on your mind. Write a

letter to The Lumberjack. Letters are limitedto
250 words and must be signed. Include a phone
number
and address, class standing
and major if

_
‘ Open

7 nights

a week

All ages welcome
826-0860
no smoking

“ad

VY

applicable.
letters to

Deliver
Nelson

Hall East 6, in the
basement.

p

Kc The Nutcracker” annually

Story ideas don’t grow on trees.

If you have an upcoming campus event, bring the information to The
Lumberjack office in the basement of Nelson Hall East.

10
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Dean: Position brings another step of success
© Continued
from page 4

musical arts,
musicand
at Emmanuel College in

and performing
in con-

and play and Thad to stay inand
Butif
I asked (to go out
God,
I was
a
My mother
would tell me I was

certs.

It was then that
g beyao wemuino lor bor

“I was going for my doctorge ol pe besconyrande

oldest child was just in the crib.
I was rushing around stud

for my exams when one of the

kids rolled off the bed. I didn’t
thinkan
aboutit. Iremember telling my mother and she
said to me ... ‘When are you

Se

“1 felt when I was growingup
that all she did was say, ‘You've
got to be the best that you can
’ Inever thought that she said
there was an end. So then it
dawned on me that are

meant
stopping was
as
semen! wane asserted, Thad to

ak

1965, Owyang
twochildren, works her doctorate in

keep on achi
But once I
was married and had kids, I
should have the sense to stop.”
said it wasa few years
after this realization when she
firially eased out of performing
and
to concentrate on

1986 Owyang was hired as
Binteancsl College’s Associate
Academic Dean. In 1991 she was
named the Dean for Academic

general education portion of the
I would like the stucurriculum.
that there is
dents to understand
connection beari en
classes.
thed
and
tween GE

then she wasa ctively

theirmajorisrelated toa broader

rf a
suing

.

tlon within the Cali-

State University system.
fornia
moreabout
“Istarted
the CSU system. What attracted
mewas their mission, which was
that teaching was most imporimmigrant
tant. And asa
ewimhow
Ikn
myself,
nt
stude
tit was to get access
to an
portan:
education. (The CSU system)
clearly cempapainnenag

toget
.

forimmigrant
into
.

When
visited HSU
for the
interviewed
tobe
May
in
Dean of
uate Studies

position, sheimmediately “liked
the feel of the campus. It was

What students are learning in

field of knowledge, which is

tempted to

to hold this position, Owyang
said, “In many ways, because

scribed
as a white male in

day. The man was deoe

we are
ies we need to
and
purposes
of
variety
a
serve
the
be
to
have
if it means that I

lish

pack.

first, well, someone has to be the
first. I have no problems with

@
that
from
keys
been

that.”
Asked whether her mother,
who isdead, would have a prob-

lem with her daughter continuSe
om che aeahas at be
happy that I’m in Northern
California, because she always

A woman reported
her keys were stolen
her bag Friday. The
are
to have
taken by ablack male,

inches
all 160pounds.He
was also described as
stockyand

y was

concerned with the students.”
AsOwyang
enters her second
month as dean, she has a very
clear picture of the future.

from a city. Toward the end of

her life she felt I needed to stop
and to takeit easy.
“She always felt I was work-

“My responsibilities are the

with a red-

beard, wearing a

“rasta” hat and a back

loved thisarea.
I think she’d even
be happy that I was far away

mitted faculty. Ev

bod

in the resident
halls Thurs-

com-

clear that there wasa

oan

in the GE classes.”
found
As for being the first minority

gakhaki

ing too hard.”

:

Look for the
latest in

g

S)
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if you hate spinach
7) and love cardboard 2 for 1 pizzas _/
st the place for you
\ ‘Fomasois’no
“hy

fe

How can a restaurant succted

A,

A

featuring spinach?

Tomaso’s has been the spinach capitol

of Humboldt County

for 20

students and staff who hate spinach make a great eee
ic! Pizza connoisseurs
who are tired
of those pizzas
that some

years. HSU |

eae They love
places practically
pay

you to eat, come to Tomaso’s to fall in love again... with real pizza, whole wheat

crust, delicious sauce, toppings piled high, and served square, not round, so you get

more pizza for your money. Tomaso’s is looking for customers that are 1
for
‘more than a meal. You'll find unusual Italian entrees, plenty of choices for’ cork
meat eaters and vegetarians, unique espresso drinks, and
great service
with
a casual

ambiance that

orde

makes your meal into a memory. Where Gis is Acherisa

sent to the kitchen in a tomato

sauce can, dropped

priced reasonably. The memories are free. Visit us today.

216 E Street - Old Town Eureka
Smoking Not Permitted

down

reer

a chute? Meals are

+ 445-0100

is

_

©
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CSSA; Representatives discuss their view of fee increases
° Continued from page 3

|

toinvigorate theirlead-

went
representatives

to the media,” Faulk said. He
met

Process
of “brainee

Representatives were as-

Some issues focus are finan- srcis and nave aes sandy

cial aid, campus-based
fees, the
asennad fe poy.

gesid

ptobe that

if

ak. ie

fees

month's meeting.
eee
"My whole thee thle yu” dense
ot
y

aN

tia

aE a

also encouraged the CSSA
resentatives to take courses

they want to concentrate on.

ee

ee

ge

(Offer expiresonlywhenyoudo)
Center
© Continued
from page 3

every

group involved
with

Ge-cener to have a sepa-

a s0rate office, Kaufman,

clology senior, sai
alldthe

rr

mental.

are guaranteed a

politics

and

women’s studies senior, re-

Its also an AT&T Calling Card that currently gives you a 10% discount

ead peniecta ier

on already competitive AT&T Calling Card rates. Is all part of The # Plan

ore
ae

@ _ Toapply, come by our booth on campus or call

raf

1800 438-8627

Bree]
| 2

ee

pate phd abo aga

fund the Matrix, the

' Get an AT&T Universal MasterCard and you'll be eternally grateful.
Because it's more than just a credit card that's free of annual fees forever.

ee

ee

|

ee
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Do you c Pratea
about

local

homeless

people?

about kids who need extra help with school?
about

refugee

families

new

to Humboldt

county?

about local pregnant and parenting teens?
cooperation and non-violence?

about kids learning about

children from families stressed by economic

about

minority youths having positive local role models?
illnesses?

about people with mental

about educating

individuals in

own—byv

Services connects

Educational

Youth

our

vou care,

people about the environment?
in yourself and your community ?

positive changes

making

about

in our local youth?

self-confidence

about developing

If

hardship?

about

who are

community

people

who care about

these issues with

faced with these issues.

vou really can make a positive difference in someone's life—and your

volunteering

ina

z

Y.bkS.

progam.

House 91 (near the Health Center & the footpath to L.K. Wood) + 826-4965
We're open Mon.-Fri., 9-5p.m.

_

muni¢ V

Zz

Call or stop by the YES. house for program meeting times
|
Homelessness Network « Tutorial « Refugee Extension Program «S.N.A.P. (Support
Network for Adolescent
Parents) « New Games « 4-H Hand-In-Hand + Career Mentoring » Community Companions « Friends
Together «0 4-H LEAP. (Leadership Ed. /Adventure Program) e Friends Together « Environmental Education

Youth
TINT

Educational
RG

PLC

Services,
orem

its not

pst

:
Retr

about

kids

GO ernie.

_

m Aftor making a
proclamation
more than

Aatorney

two years ago, the cityis 22
tee

“wara
council

reclamation to provide

gesture, , the

voted
3, 1991
to “
and enforce the spirit and the law” of
state and federal disabled access stan— essentially promising to do what

veined for pore—
Seabtadpaien eer tamammon ies
and lax enforcement on the part of the
“These concerns resulted in a visit by a
tative of the state A
General's office in
of 1992 who
n

aanaaanae

*

investigation)

riko

is not over

mapa

avwhls “there are still
and
tobedone. Arcatahasreally turned
poe
around a lot” in recent months.
“Arcata was kind of not dealing with

procedural

cess from the savest
ion of a violationto
ultimate resolu-

E.

city’s

beaeeaiietrmeee:

The promise of “freedom of access” in

Arcata
is not yet fulfilled,
despite a 1991

city council |

Sane with the

continues to monitor
complaints received

ear

.:

?

still working on the job.

ao

laws are i the past,
plexities in the laws and a lack of funds
made it difficult to fully deal with the
issue.

the issues,”
Sparic said.
The city council “was

“We actually have compliance
on ev-

to second
now,” Gaynor said, “and where
guess the state regulations,” he said.
“ Ac- we don’t have
iance,
we have concess was
the back seat.”
tracts (for the business owners to comaA
said the city council’s
y).”
tion to follow access laws implied they . “What ha
in the
is pretty
would be inclined to “do more than just much
> Public Werks Divectex
the minimum.”

Now, Spraic said, the main barriersto
achieving access are lack of funding and

partof the business community and builders.
At the time the investigation
was in full

yet,

force, in mid-1992, Gong sent a letter to

said Deputy Attorney General Kelvin
aia - then-Director of Public Works Frank
Gong ina
stensesenieehorteanitin
Klopp stating there were “numerous vioFrancisco. “Let’s just say everything’s
lations” in Arcata, including some at City
still
Ghensaitth
pen
Hall.
said that while city officialshave
Gong stated that activists’ concerns
lately
wien cooperative with the investi- were “meritorious” and “the city has algation —which he is reluctant to discuss lowed what appear to be fairly @bvious
while it is open — and “the city has violations to exist and has done nothing
moved on (violations),” the A
to remedy those violations.”
General will not close the case until
In another letter in November of that

Steve Leiker said: “I am determined to
enforce Title 24 and correct the problems

that have occurred
in the past.
:

Getinanie

therehans

Gent odnetiiis

ee
to an independent
plan-checking firm)
for astructure
were mistakenly a
when not in full compliance.
“No one ee intentionally broke
the law,”
he said, a
laws are “still a little

that some of the
ous and hard

to get a handle on.”

“We might have been better off check-

ing a.little bit furtheg early on,” Leiker

California and its cities and counties

are held accountable for disabled access
under both the Renee

igh

ra

Accused of not complying
Arcata business-owners respond to complaints about lack of access
@ While some businesses have

started required renovations,
others remain in violation.
By Devanie Anderson _

TOMBERIAGK STAFF

:

too-steep wheelchair ramp oraone-inchcurbcanbe
os fodder tacentobagenotee parson witha dheautiey
ia >

nk yoni co ploy

ro

disabled access laws that were passed

than three years ago, some Arcata businesses are still not

in full compliance.

Several businesses in the
Johnson, an activist for
ree

ee
with
|
eventually resulted ie 4a,

aaaleune

storey General viiting Areata and con

eal

ene! Kelvin Gong + eS
cess owners have reached

paris.

ath

yas
money

= 9-

acavioatons of dated ses

i

!

ong h

reptons in Arcata,

to a letter he wrote to the ci

He listed

o’s Video, Arcata amily Medical

, Inc. and the now-closed New Pizza

as

ae ‘s City Hall and police departvinta
ig
lots.
ment to be in violation, as well as several city
on, City. Attorney
After further inv

— sent letters in
business owners

of 1992 to five Arcata
g them of violations.

Letters were sent to: Hunan’s Plaza Restaurant, The (ic and detaadnenhdiiaaierbtagtamensiiie, subd ite esatindi tka eniesitiaienetih aanaad
Se Business, page17 wwe. The city Is looking into a citizen's complaint that merchandise blocks the pathway to the door.

—Coastwalk
Group hopes to have hikes in all coastal counties
@ The organization
has hosted coastal
walks since 1983.
By

Andrew Hessel
As part of an effort to promote
deve
t of the California
Coastal Trail, 40 hikers last week
walked the Humboldt coastfrom
Orick to the Samoa Peninsula.
The event,
one of 13 this year,

was sponsored by a non-profit
organization called Coastwalk,
founded 10 years ago by Santa
Rosa residents Tom and Vivian
McFarling.
HSU alumnus John St. Marie

(anthropology, 1989) coordinated the walk, the first in
Humboldt County.
The group hosted a
and historical slide
tation |
Sept. 5 at the
Beach and
Dunes Access area. Thenextday,
the walkers
their

| ‘e i

way along thecoast,
starting with

a hike from Orick to Stone Lagoon State Park.
State Park ranger Dan Beers
and another ranger then ferried
them across the lagoon to their
campsite. Coastwalk member
Cathy Bones said, “By the time

se

weall got over,
it was dark. They

For Women
&

Men

LYME DISEASE
Have you been diagnosed with
Lyme Disease in the past
seven years?
Are you between 18 - 64 years
old?
)
Your participation could aid in our
research.
|

were
nice about it.” .
“State Parks has always been
more than cooperative,” said
Vivian McFarling.
Coastwalk sponsored a“community trail work day” there,
which Beers said attracted only
a handful of
le.
The trip, with layovers at
Patrick’s Point and Clam Beach,
ended Saturday in Manila.
Each summer since 1983,
Coastwalks has organized
coastal hikes. Each year, one or
twocoastal counties wereadded

to the itinerary. Only Ventura

Park ranger Don Beers and Coastwalk member Peter Vilms
tamp down a new trail at Stone Lagoon State Park.
and Los Angeles counties lack a
Coastwalk event.
“The idea was to walk thecoast
and find out where there was
public access,” said Coastwalk
memberSimone Wilson. “Sometimes where we can’t walk is

The gouphopes
opesto hahave

walks
in all 15 coastal counties by 1995,
Tom McFarling said.
Coastwalk’s goals are to increase awareness ofthe coastal
environment and to promote

completion of a trail network all

along the California coast.

“Once people fall in love with
the coast, they'll want to protect

it,” Wilson said.
Walks of four to six days are
divided into daily segments of
‘five to 10 miles.

“We set out each day with a
day pack,” Wilson said, “and

the rest of our stuff is shuttled to
the next campsite.”

The
tion fee is $25 per
adult and includes dinner from

the Coastwalk chuckwagon.

Occasionally,
groups have

The organization arranges for

See Coastwalk, page 19

Activist says green parking spots
could have provided more access
Citizens
with disabilities have

said they need more accessible
parking spaces if

are to

Please call(707) - 826 - 3573

Dr. Jim Knight

Mr. Thomas Shaffer

oo

en oe
eet
inarking was originally
tended to be enforced fees 8

am. to 9 p.m., but two months

spent

the night at unusual
manos
the Russian fortat Fort
the
Monterey
Bay Aquarium.

Senter, 8 oe

a

Access: high costs for conversions may have slowed the city
from page 13
°Continued
ee
:

7 thought that was a good wayto _ In.a move éo simplify the process of

Leiker, who inherited the issue when

it would be a

he said. “I
cess,”

to some facilities by stairs, narrow aisles, Klopp retired in June of 1992, is positive

rim

cess
other barriers. about Arcata’s progress toward achiev- nice thing for the city to
andible
inacrestrooms
Johnson said he

said Arcatais somewhatbehind _ing access.

‘city-owned

all

with disabiliepti
people ons
perctoward

7

2s a monthly newsletter address- Task Force,callsfor
to be
ir
has fo- most
in Arcata,
lcha
wheeaccess
the endy of
of madeb
cused his concerns on the legal
The city must

unenforced and business owners who

city was tainted bybarrierstowheelchair

access.

town is so inaccessible,
thisuse
“Beca

get out
people (with disabilities) don’t

.

ee

money.

tofthe

munity, but he said his

obstacles Johnson said wheelchair

users encounter may seem tobe minorto

whathecalled the“currently abled.”Toosmall aisles, out-of-the-way restrooms,

-

“There's

one of (the city’s buil

“Generally,

wrong with

JOHNSON

“I didn’t want to go to tite Attorney

sonality, a tenacious

Johnson said.

cuts.
for curb s
the next 12 year
over

ch in
barrier
I have a one-in
front of me, that’s like a brick wall,” said

ison hand
“We are
said.
he
can,”
we
as
earnestly
sues as

Johnson, whohasa prosthetic device and

sometimes uses a wheelchair.
The city oat

Caden

agency charged wi

t is the

oe state

Title 24 codes, or failing that, thecityattor-

ts are

i

ney. Title 24 and ADA

also enforced under the: Department of

Justice.

He said there are “
should turn.”

tight.”

.

promises.

aspects to Arcata that are fully inacces-

sible,” Jordan said

“There are some businesses out there

e to
really resistant
that for somereasonar

the ADA.”
withying
compl

will realize
ually
Jordan said eventthey

Gaynor said he finds it “sad” that ad-

with access are on their way to being

recognize what changes have occurred in

Leiker said access is “extremely impor-

resolved. City officials agree.

vocates for people with disabilities don’t

tant and way overdue.”

enjoying the city, brought the freedom of

ofall small cities,” he said. “We get thejob

been met up to this time and it’s time we

something.”

them.”
ing those needsand implementing

into the 21st century by recognizcome

done, butitisn’t like turning onalightor

tion before the councilin

—

of the community have not

§ “The

“(Arcata is) typical if notalittleahead

ers to access prevented him from fully

1991.

!

“it just has to be done.

was Johnson who, after finding barri- the city. —

access

to Arcata that

are some
“There

people
fortes
count them on one hand — who are dis- _It is hoped by advoca
problems
Arcata’s
that
with disabilities
gruntled.”

However, Johnson is still wary of the

city’s

wheels

in the handicapped community —Ican

cess in the past

“Staffis short, moneyis

the laws or a matter of funding.

personality,”

said some activists“haveasort

all mean the _Leiker said the city’s building inspec- ofopinion ofabouthow
can ambs
curbs and doorj
as.

isa result of either a lack of under-

“Ihave an abrasive per-

$160,000

tors have attended workshops about ac-

She agreed that in most cases, failure to

and are fully accessible and there are some
between Johnson and city officials

government build-

lchair
ce
whetherawhee
eren
between
diff

favorably.

This move resulted in some animosity

and construc-

for —

ings,

ions,
es
made recommendat
and ness
busi
to which the business owners reacted

the whistle on Arcata. It was my little city.”

tual $395,000 for all 14 city parks, $6500
)

dress general access issues in some local

to blow
said. “I didn’t want
he l,”
Genera

an eveniance
Costs of complinclude

tion

with disabili-

of

for Disabled
as well as being coordinator
sort, he contacted Student Services at HSU.
the state Attorney _ Jordan said the board met once to ad-

to his concerns.

sive

said.

)” Leiker

it’s our bathrooms.”

(notincluding

two
was set up to include
The board

He wrote nu- chosen by members of the Board of Per-

Johnson said he finally had totake that
step after he felt the city was not respon-

other government buildings accessible,
which will use mostly general fund

ago, he found he liked the soere of the comconscious

six

exemption from the

merous letters to mit Appeals.
_on the access
business owners _ Terrie Jordan is
and the ADA Task Force
board
and thentocityof-

General's Office.

parking lots and

When Johnson moved to Arcataabout

a hardship

erty owner should be

the rest are
lities
people with disabiand

make its parks,

compliance.

cess Net-

ohibepaigg. |

ist
rights _—ficials. Asalastrefor disabled
Activ

1994, Leiker said.

access law violations that have remained
have been slow in reaching

.
OLIVER

to reboard

if a
de,
for example,
recom- - view and deci

he found access

It was my little city.

Oliver Johnson, a citizen activist who by the city’s ADA

ary
taform
of 1992
voted in Febru

commember) when ties, two people from
The
eas
ee
ee
of
representatives
the
selects
ealna pa
violations

n’t
to blow
want
than “I did
he said. “Up here, ifa said is better
misconceptions,”
.
can still most smail cities
hair,
person is in a wheelcthey
on Arcata.
whistle
the
et
400.
have
arr
+.”
:
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city
with access violatiothens,

a disabled access

which he was once

ne

, which he

ee

itself.”

organization of
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in com-

es

and

_“There’s still a lot of

ee

_ Arcata now hasa plan in place tobring

the rest of the state in both access and
ties.
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Tackle Shop & Guide Service
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The largest selection of all types of fishing gear and
*Rod blanks & building components
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Salt

oFly fishing tackle & Accessories «Rod & reel repair
- oFly tying classes

Fly tying tools & materials

“World-wide fishing adventures

Books, T-shirts, videos & more
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Missing links in coastal trails
one day filled, group says
Byindrom
econ
Humboldt and Del Norte counties is the longest continuous
i
of the state-spanning

Somedaya
hiker may stand
at the
border, poised
for a three-month
walk along
the coast all the way to

trail.

That is the dream of advocates for the California

The California Constitution
assures public access to the coast.
Article X, Section 4 of the Constitution states, in
that “access to the
ble waters of
this State shall be always attain-

Much of that envisioned
1,100-mile trail is no more
than a line on a map. About
half of the coastline is publicly owned and accessible to
everyone. The rest is either
eee owned or held by

It also requires the
legislature
to “enact such: laws as will give
the most liberal construction to
this provision.” The constitution
bits an
owning coastal
d from
therightofway
to the eis
it is re-

Mexico.

Coastal Trail.

eral, state or local —

ial

notopentothe pub-

So far, the 120-mile Red-

wood Coastal Trail through

able for the people thereof.”

ie ee a
an’

”

and the Coastal Act of 1976 created the California Coastal Commission and the State Coastal

Conservancy. In 1979, the
Joint, Coastal Access Program was
A
That legislation called for
establishing a trails system
along or near the coast. Ideally,
the Coastal Trail would
be continuous from the Oregon border to the Mexican
border.
The state owns all tidelands seaward of the mean
de line. This boundary, which changes over
time, is determined by the

State ee
eee a
ageneral rule, the
ic
the right to will Ok tidesand.
The Coastal Commission
issues permits for develop-

See Trails, page 18

te Art PRINT

Paul Sheldon, front right, leads a demonstration of Tal Chi.

Tai Chi in the park
By Teri Carmiceill

art Tai Chi Chuan, developed in.

While HSU’s Greek Olympics
were a
success at one end
of Redwood Park Sunday, a
calmer, quieter event was justas
popular at the other.

companying pot luck were or-

China more than 600

The demonstrations and ac-

dents and teachers from

ganized

by

Emerson,

who teaches Tai Chi at the Old
Dancenter and at Colof the Redwoods.

said there were origi-

around the county joined todemonstrate techniques
of the martial

See Tai Chi, page 20

HUTCHIN'S
GROCERY, LIQUOR &

1.75 LTR
$9.99
p

Ansel Adame

‘Lord of the Rings

Photography, Monet, humor, children, nature, music, movies, fantasy, sports,

O'Keefe, African American Art, Kim Anderson, Picasso, romantic images, Rockwell,
Ansel Adams, scenic, M. C. Escher, alternative, Asian Art, & MUCH, MUCH MORE],
including hard to find prints!, we also carry poster hangers & frames.

ONE WEEK ONLY!
Date:

Monday
— Friday, September 13 — 17

— Thursday: 8:00 — 5:00
Time: Monday
Friday: 8:00-4:00

—

WITH CHIPS &
SOFT DRINK

ONLY $1.99

Business: Changes in structure could harm landmar
© Continued
from page 13

city ie asking me to do,” sad Hass, who is

to the laws.
et — Sage
have it granted,” he
m sure
said.
his
’ Phillips
said that al

ate re ct

“The ty athe one who should inter
Pid. “Gohnson) has no

He said that

problem
that is experienced on a mini-

mal level.”
.
+ say doar

ean

previ-

said at

_

there
is merchan-

oe
has alsobeen
scatman with the

not satisfied

with access
in the
city.
“None of the violations
that I first re-

err

of cant anas lesen

said. “1 wasn’t even |
oe

te

hard for

ployees

those are just the ones | bumped

f4
7
fF]

4

transport

\” she said.
is
accessible
for
Johrison said neither of the two movie
of
its
users,
and
he
finds
it
theaters in Arcata are fully accessible to 98
“after we've
“disturbing”
tobe
people
with disabilities.
been so thorough and spent an incredible
Terrie Jordan, coordinator
of Disabled
Student Services at HSU and a member of . amount of
Leiker said the
the city’s ADA Task Force,
that

tron use until the rest of the restaurant was

said the

need of corrections until the
are made.
Johnson said _
havingarampto
buil
8

ansfor

remodel

the Minor Theater has physical barriers

entrance is. indica-

that can restrict entry.

tive of a “back-door
mentality” some
hold about people
with disabilities.
Leiker said thecity
and the owners ofthe
New Pizza Factory,
which did not close because of the violations, have reached a compliance agreement under which the building cannotbe
es
the violationsare resolved,

to the
“I’m ambulatory (but) I cannot
who
Minorwithoutsomeone,”
said
has a aia
oe “T get about
halfwa
ramp and I get stalled.”
David Phillips, owner of
the Minor and the Arcata Theater, said he has
spent thousands of dollars in remodeling, “a healthy chunk of which was to .
remove handicapped barriers.”

Phillips said to alter the theater further

and if the building is sold, the buyer must

including decreasing

Johnson reported
Cluding a too-steep
entrance, inadequate

violations
inat the store’s front
with
the
disabilities and merchandise

its

“erro serene. nevis: scars
forcing state and federal laws and will
continue to monitor businesses that could
be in violation.
“What we're attempting
to do is to
ensure the handicapped community has
access equal toany able-bodied
person in

PeteHs

said he will reimburse the city for its costs.
“T feel like I am doing everything that the
;

the

character
of the building.
Leiker said the owners have been given
until today ee
ees

Hardware store.

4

to al-

it would

cost a substantial amount and

to
sAce

The city put in a blue parking

for an

low for a smaller landing,

rechecked by the original

sidewalk
to the other entrance.

and restrooms
have

hardship

cent to Hensel’s,
and store owner

would interfere with the historic structure of
the almost-80-year-old
Minor. He plans to

be told of the requirements.

"FR said the ramp

the Minor’s recent

Another business that has
be looked into by the city is

space
for pe-

utilize
the new

) fosters

to.”

Arcata,” he said.

’
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Decorating an apartment doesn’t have to drain a wallet
mattress.

@ The best deals
for furniture on a

t stores of-

fer similar quality for about

twice.

the price.
St. Vincent de Paul at 513 K St.
hasalarge assortment of dishware
and various knick-knacks. The

limited budget.

sinyeamnra

By Kevin Murphy

regularly
butisn’t the same
as the Salvation
Last Thursday, the store hada
on room table. with six
ane
bed ede
seta in reasonabl Y good
“a
aie
néalanpiora

Student apartments aren’t usually featured in “Better Homes
and Gardens,” but Arcata offers
plenty of options to decorate your
or room.
The Salvation Armyat 1085 K
St. is the place to start for the
basics.
The store’s inventory changes
daily, but one can usually find
chairs, desks, tables, curtains and
other household
items atincred"Caer Yom
'waski, a sociology
se-

sch and hve ate more mony
in their

The store sells
ished and unfinished

springsare

reconditioned, ae

in new

Pe

ty finture.

Don Johnson said,

“We

sell

unfinished

and

unassembled quality furniture
for 50 percent less” than finished

tion
semi, said,
“T’ve tangle some furniture
here. I usually come in looking
for records. Sometimes you can
find neat things.”
She recommends sh
at
the Salvation Army
in the
week to get the best vauens
The
Army offers mattresses and box
inall sizes
The mattresses
and

Son
on ox

Arcata

items elsewhere.

Arcata Exchange specializes

in futons and futon frames. An
unfinished
frame and futon that
converts to a couch starts at
about $400.
_ “Most of the students that

come in here are
for a
futon—it’s
sort ofa college standard,” Johnson said. “However,
we have had peoplecome
in here
with their parents and spend
$3,000 decking-out their place.”
Across the way is Plaza Design. Although it ie very
—
quality furniture it is p
ly

fabric and wrapped in plastic.
Prices start at $42 for
a twin box

spring and $66 for a matching

Trails—

Sociology
senior Cathy Ywaski furnishes
much of her living room with second-hand
goods.
out of the budget of most students. The store does offer a wide
assortment
of accessory items to
add style and class to any home
or room regardless
of where the
furniture is from.

The bold gift wrapcanbeideal

for wallpaper,

ialy

dents
in the resi: ence halls who
to cover up their
are looki
barren
walls.

© Continued from page 16

exceptions, every such develop- 8

. Ment project must provide for §
public access from the nearest g
public road to the shoreline and g
along the coast.
The Coastal Conservancy has
authority to
and hold
coastal lands which would

4

WiththeCoastal Commission,

§

be lost to public use. 8

the Conservancy po a princi- §
pal role in coordinating other
ee’
public access pro- ii
grams.
Missing links in the trails system — require detours onto
ways and inland roads —
for instance, between Stone Lagoon and Dry Lagoon just south
of Orick.
Other gaps in the Humboldt
Countycoastal
trail routeinclude
Arcata Bay between Arcata and
Eureka.
There is also a gap along
Humboldt Bay from Washington Street in Eureka to the
Humboldt Bay National Wild-

ROLL
WEAVE K
Knitting & Weaving

must use county roads inland

and cross on route 211.
South of that is a stretch of
about five miles of privately
owned coastline between False

call for a list of whatis being sold. If
something soundspromising, make
an offer before the sale.
oe
Ha
ey
before
to start — the
items
ys

go in the first half hour.

After outfitting your place,
consider buying a jana twatd
ce daskaend
cannes
dingiest
room come to life.

Sidelines Sports Bar
E&Y

“é

Supplies

Happy
ne

on the plaza,
Arcata

Hour
48>p.m.
t

KNITTING, WEAVING AND SPINNING g
SUPPLIES, INSTRUCTION & SUPPORT

oy
U SRING IN THIS AD FOR 10% OFF ANY PURCHASE g

life Refuge.
To cross the Eel River, hikers

cations. Ifa phone number is given,

236 G ST. §
EUREKA JI
443-8145 8

TUES. - SAT. JOAM + 5:30PM

ment along the coast. With few f

for stu-

ee
of imported
unusual goods
from flatware toearrings.
Garage sales provide another
low-cost
for furniture.
sale items are often in
better condition than secondhand store merchandise.
Watch the classified ads in the
local newspapers
for times and lo-

|

Nexxus e Redken e Paul Mitchel « Tressa e
Vavoom e TIGI e Peter Hantz e Joico e

Interactives e Sebastian « Sunglitz

WALK-INS writes 1S STYLISTS @

Bud & He
s
Anchor Staats

Kamakazi

61.25

Peppermint Schnapps

$2.25.

te

$5.50

$1.25 a Shot!
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Disabled access laws aim to ap
re
Arcata

e, need-

to comply

with state and

eral access
laws, have been
struggling to in
what
some say are
‘regula-

apply for an

aon.

mig
a

eS

ee

oe

structural barriers must
sritheb to tichir the Wulsbiing docessible
both in-

on.
view the handicap

24

ings.
The ADA states the removal

width of door-

we view all
members of
our commu-

ties, unas-

sisted.
such

of barriers in existing facili-

nity.
We want

ADAand Title

themoCHy be

ts

as

the

&

ways (at least 36 inches for
privately owned buildings)

ties must be “readily achieven
saneuie without too

and

aisles

(48

inches)

A business can claim Ananca

At-

ane

be ong

a new structure acceswith disabilities
to the total cost.
that make
Also,

sible to
adds one

straightforward. But confusion about some aspects of

or e

safe,”

‘cna

are

gif

accessible
are eliand deduc-.
with ADA rets can mean a $50,000

It includes persons
eenaktanpaeenis ae
=
with diseases and about
™

to $100,000 fine for the business
yas

side and out to
with dis-

But in the meantime, citizens with disabilities say they
are still finding themselves
shut out of inaccessible build-

di

officials
have said thecity
is
to achieving the acan

Becer
comply

t, barring me xeon,

tions.

much

the laws remains.

discrimination

or

in violation.

overall goal, as stated
in ADA documents, is to pro-

hibit discrimination on the
basis of a disability in every
“—s of daily living.
ese apects range from
employment to commu
tons to access.

nica-

There are an estimated 43
million Americans with disabilities, and the ADA covers

more than mobility impairments.

believe it’sthe right thing todo.”

Coastwalk
Dunes is owned by TNC. It was

© Continued
from page 14

ee

ee
along the way
scientists, historians and
environmental activists.
St. Marie, who
joined
Coastwalk
this
year, has
a staff

front nee
County, Vivian

servancy
and is also a member of
the Friends

line, between Fort Ross and
Jenner, will be dedicated
as pub-

Tecenaitianeraiiabe

bought the Black Ranch oceanin Sonoma
ling said.

She said the twomiles
of shore-

position with The Nature Con-

lic land on Sept. 22, to: be managed byby the State — Service.
lev
it came

State Parks doesn’t

bers,

Marie

have the funds,” she said.
Coastwalk
has about 150 memSt.

said.

The

Coastwalk
Board has 17 mem-

|

bers, who meet officially three
times a

and also shoulder

mostof

tional work.

To Sees

said, both to
preserve them from

and to further
California Coastal Trail.

and
agood candidate
for part of the

of the

“Ivll take a lot of work, a lot of
time,” he said. “I probably
won't
live to see it.”

detinitive
vourmet
i.

0)

eh aa eet

Be

oe

Available only at:
American Deli

« SunnyBrae

Murphy’s Market

« SunnyBrae

Arcata CO-OP e Arcata
Larry’s Market « Arcata

Hutchin’s

Arcata

Market e Old Arcata Road

Smart Mart

loo

« Northtown
e Calif.

* Market
Market

+ LK Wood

e McKinieyville |

e Westhaven

A produce of forty Cahes Unité,

—

‘
LIFE Neat TA
-

THE COMPLETE
CYCLE OUTFITTER

1593 i st.

:

ARCA

822-7755
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Community | sans
selling oftheirlive crafe
and a
wide
music.
clips

Also
featured
will be
McKinleyville poet Nicholas
Karavatos, who will give a reading on the both days at 5 p.m.
The non-profit
tion

which helps coordinate the fair

Annual event brings
a party to the Plaza
The Plaza will be
See
eee

this
eee An-

nual
North Country Fair takes
place.

will produce a 32-page
book, containing
counts, faces and names
goers and booth people,
cians and dancers, and

scrapal acof fair
musi-

ers and volunteers of past fairs.
More information is avialable

at 822-5320 or 826-2737.

Anight
of dancing,

strange creatures
“The Celibates” and “Stone
Crazy” ed be ap
at

Saturday’s
sored on

"eo
—
lorthcoast
Envi-

ronmental Center.

The ball features adults and
children dressed up as their favorite life forms. Prizes will be

Tai Chi

will be available.
More informationis available at 822-6918.

© Continued from page 16

Flea Market

nally four families in China
wholearned
Tai Chi from one
master; those four families

The North Coast Rape
Crisis
a“Fabulous
Teamiss

Flea

kept the art closed in, not allowing outsiders to witness

Saturday.

The market will run from 10

a.m. to4
main

“his em ceaey lie Vilig

p.m. at Redwood Acres’
exhibit building.

awarded for the best costumes.
Tickets are $4. Doors open at 7:30
and the music starts at 8 p.m.

Tables are available to rent for
$15 or two for $25; admission to

festivities
end at
Childcare and refreshments

More information is available
at 443-2737.

family started to take in outside students,

“and then it

started to really spread, not
just in China but beyond

the market is twenty-five cents.

China as well,” she said.

Emerson,
who has taughtin
Humboldt County for five
years, said Tai Chi is the basis
for several other martial arts,
like karate and aikido.
“You can see obvious martial moves,” Emerson said.
“Even the ones that aren’t as

obvious do have martial aptions.”

Tai Chi has a lot to do with

energy

the

soae, Nieneeen said. An observer
of someone
Tai Chi can often see the

of the a

“a feeling of

currents,
as if you were actuoving
water

— something ne
Emerson
the practice of Tai Chi will continue
to grow,
particularly in
Humboldt County.

“I think it’s going to be like

tennis or running
or that sort

of er

in terms of popu-

larity, she said.
Emerson,who teaches three
nights a week, said she has

about 75-80 students
total from
all her classes combined.
“I think overall at least 500
people have come through
my class,” she said. “That
doesn’t mean they’ve all
pases
Chi Chuan;
ey’ve had some exposure.”
ul oe a Tai Chi in-

structorat

THE ONLY THING BIGGER
THAN OUR CHECKING OFFER
THIS FREE SHIRT.
Right now, Bank of America has a big deal
for college students.
Simply choose from any of our three college

student checking accounts and we’ll waive
monthly service charges every summer up to five
years. And, we’ll give you a freé Big Deal t-shirt.
Only Bank of America gives you free access
to your cash at over 5,000 Versateller® ATMs in

ON

gave

teers from the audience, including Emerson.

Sheldon mast

IS

the West. Plus a BankAmericard® credit card has
no annual fee when you link it to your BofA
checking account for protection against bounced
checks. So, what are you waiting for— stop by
your local branch today and ask about the big
deal on college checking.

BANKING

HealthSport,

ademonstration of The Eight
Treasures along with volun-

two years

Arcata
partner

Christine Perala, and both
started teaching as soon as
,

They taught in Santa
Monica and in Colorado before coming to Humboldt
County. Sheldon said
learned Tai Chi in Not

ter Mi Hua
He said the sons, who also
practiced herbal medicine,
were
his and Perala’s doctors.

AMERICA™

Stop by and ask for details at: 697 8th St., Arcata
334 F St., Eureka

2000 Central Ave., McKinleyville

demonstrations, Emerson
told the audience, “I found

el

reste

you do; you
to the same place. It’s on

matter of whether people
sericee off apply. T-<hint avenanto witte supptes inst, Otter good fwough October 30, 1983. Crecht card offered trough Bank of America N.A. and subject
to credit approval. Full-time
college status required.

, cebeielaihemmagheteinpim

aceite

teneteess ot Le

ae

eee

aliens

practice or not.”
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SCIENCE
Countdown to impact

Comet on summer collision course with gas giant
@ Scientists are divided over the possible effects

of comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 hitting Jupiter with
the force of a 25 million megaton bomb next July.

Estimations run the gamut from devastating to nil.

By Greg Magnus

_

In July, the largest planet
in the solar
system is going
to be hit by a comet that
narrowly missed striking it two years
ago.
The comet, named Shoemaker- -Levy9
after its two discoverers Eugene Shoemaker and David Levy, just missed hitting Jupiter last time around and was
ripped into approximately 21 mini-comets by the planet’s magnetic pull.
Before being torn into piecesby Jupiter's
gravitational force, the Shoemaker-Levy
9 comet was estimated to be 12 miles
across. Research done by the Hubble
Space Telescope on July 1 now shows
that the largest
piece left is less than
six
miles across.
However, this number isstill as vague
as the shape of the rock and ice that hide
behind the comet’s dusty veil.
'
Comets are pieces of ice, dust and rock
that astronomers believe are remnants of
the formation of the solar system. Unlike
most comets which orbit the sun, the
Shoemaker-Levy 9 comet at some time
was captured by Jupiter and has become
its satellite until late July.

According to Levy inayjuly 25 article of
The Washington Post National Weekly
Edition, the odds of a comet hitting a
planet are extremely rare, but this makes
the event so extraordinary.
Acometstrikes
Jupiter onceevery thousand years or so and the Earth, fairing
much better, draws a comet's attention
approximately every 100 million years.

Mother Nature
cruel games
— both saineeeal an
no one is com

comet will schuallyirhadlenncsiven
what will ha
if theoveineceurs.
Recent calculations put the chance
of the cosmic bumper-cars occurring
between 95 and
cent.
“The energy released by Shoemaker-Levy’s catastrophic demise
should approximate that of the devastating asteroid impact
on the earth
thought to have
off the dinosaurs,” according to an article in the
—
issue of Scientific Ameri-

Tale of the tape
Time to orbk Sun

Mean distance from sun

Length of day
Length of yeat>

Mean density

“HSU Physics Professor Lester
Clendenning
believes that the impact
will be less than devastating.

Jupiter

Earth

11.86 Earth years

1 Earth year

approx. 10 hours
10,660 days

24 hours
365.25

778.3 milliorw kms

149.6 million kms

Mass (Earth = 1)

318

1.3 g/em*

5.52

Number
of satellites"

16 known

1

‘Nothing
(like that) is going tohap-

j

pen,” Clendenning said. “The pieces
of the comet will burn up in the atmosphere because the comet itself is
made up of the same material. Something may come up (from below
Jupiter’s cloudtops) due to the fact
that a lot of heat can be possibly generated.”
Clendenning said that some of the
atmosphere below the visible surface
will be blown up to the top and that
scientists may get a glimpse of the
mysterious inner atmosphere of Jupiter.

“If the impact does take place there
may bea change in the color reflected
olf the aucdaie insane case we can
figureif something
new isdown there,
but it’s still all speculation,”
Clend
said.
The comet will enter the atmosphere of Jupiter at an estimated 40
miles per second, which Clendenning
considers
“pretty fast,” and travel ap-

proximately 100 to 200 miles below the

cloudtops where it will be stopped by a wall
of ai

pressure.

Early estimates of the comets size had as-

tronomers

for their calculatorsto

figure out how big and dramatic the explo-

sion on J
elieted
aie
At first
aac
diameter — a
that drew
to thed
for the comet
the Hubble Space T. ;
research
and the
a
oe wer d
y is down almost

However, even if the largest portion of the

oul

ld bebe

of the calculated

zine that a

er
Stevenson

mune
in

Pn

Science

perl

would plummet 60 miles beneath the
surface of Jupiter where “the comet's kinetic
, converted by friction into

heat,
the nucleus, creating a blue-white fireball 150 kilometers
across — a 25 million megaton explosion.”
Unfortunately
for Earth-bound observ-

n site will be on the far

‘ers, the

side of the giant planet. No direct obsermaton of Se prastrneon vid Deavallsee
om a telescope on Earth so astronovotickeatve thepeeauoher

es een
Matt

into view.
, a double

physical science and

plans

to com

on wa

ously H:

who
is also

his B.A. in physica

has observed super

novas and b Diary ands bystbine ficax the
Fickle Hill observatory.

See Jupiter, page22
ess
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eee
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‘State of the art’ electron probe
gives geologists greater insight
@ A high-tech microprobe donated to
HSU from IBM will open new worldsof
research for the geology department.
By Andrew Heaeel
An electron microprobe donatedby IBM will soon magnify

the

geology

departmen

capabilities.
i
$i
“You can doa chemical analysis of the head of a pin” with the
microprobe, said
geology Professor John Lanashoes
Worth about $500,000, the instrument will be
from
IBM’s Almaden
Center in San Jose.

bards objects with
electrons. This aunt tote
to emit X-rays.
Computer analysis of the Xray pattern reveals what the
materials are made of.
hae device includes a scani
ectron microscope
to exound its usefulness.
ie
Longshore said the microbe is intended primarily for
Canby wil
uate naleen.
One use will be to “fingerprint”
volcanic glass shards and identify their source, he said.
illiam Golden, adjunct professor of chemistry, said his department should also have uses
for the instrument.
Students doing environmental research should also appreciate the ability to monitor ele-

An X-ray fluorescent spec-

trometer (to arrive in January)

Discover
Science
Sept. 17 - The
Center for Apporpriate
Technology will hold a

Petranek said.

§ Theonlycostto theuniversity

entitled “Solar/

will do a better job at detecting _ will be $20,000 for a technician
trace elements
— in parts per to disassemble
and reassemble
billion —butnotonsmallareas,
the instrument.
Longshore said.
Bayiy
np excellent.
Thatdevice wasacquired with
shape,”
Golden said, “and that

Photovoltaic Technology”

grant, he said

actually function once

will

about $750,000 in
donated equipment
from the Almaden
Research Center in
the pastsix months,

~agon aoe
timately come
from
ts of students,
Petranek said.
“The goal of next

a National Science Foundation

money will ensure that it will

HSU has received

it gets up here.”

Jan Petranek,

year’s parent fund

developmentdirectorfor university relations.
“The governor
makes this a very

will beto raisemoney
to pay for equipment
expenses,” he said.
is is basically an
advance
against

22 - The Humboldt
Wildlife Care Center will
host
a
two-hour
fundraising cruise on the
Madaket,5:30 p.m. for tickets call 442f

Sept. 24-CCAT
willhold
a workshop entitled “Solar
Abodes Technology”
4 to 6 p.m. at Buck

97.

Sept. 26 - The Friends of
anphere-Christensen
Dunes Preserve. Space is
limited to25
le, please
call for reservations
at 8224360.

Sept. 28 - The Paleontological Society will meet at
the Natural History Museum at 13th and G streets
in Arcata at 7:30 p.m. For
information call 443-5235.
Sept. 29 - The Friends of
the Dunes will start their
annual docent training sessions. They meet from 7 to
9 p.m. at Science Building
B, Room

ae
| -

133. The course

will run for five sessions.

Yt

[ 7»)

from
House

the Dunes will host a
netewe
tour
of
the

a

'

K

442-1786

MD. 7th & E Streets* Eureka, CA 95501

French Roast Coffee
$5.00 per pound
with this coupon

t a lecture en-

475.

STUDENTS
WELCOME BACK TO
«SCHOOL!!!
.

a

Sept. 20 - Professor
Emeritus Fred Cranston

Science Building A, room

art.”

An

House 97.

titled
“Nuclear Reactions
and Half-life” at 4 p.m. at

It should arrive by the end of
ha
y
event,”
Golden
that.”
the month, Longshore said.
Golden said, referPetranek said a
He said the device can scan an
ring to cuts in state funding to “phone-a-thon” in Februaryand
area as small as 50 microns in
colleges.
March, conducted by paid studiameter, detecting traces of eleThechemistrydepartment“aldents, raises $55,000 to $75,000
ments presentin onlya few parts
ready had a good relationship
annually.
per million.
with IBM,” he said, “and ajoint § An average of 38 percent of
A micron is one-thousandth
ments in very low concentrastudy that brought us a lot of parents make contributions, he
of a millimeter.
tions, he said.
equipment on indefinite loan.”
said.
' “We are really exceedingly
Until now, the best toolat HSU
Petranek said HSU and IBM
Funds have been solicited to
excited to have this capability,”. for such analysis was a 26-year- . have had “a terrific partnership”
make purchases for the library,
he said.
old atomicabsorption spectromfor 10 years, including half a microcomputer labs and other
The 8-year-old instrument, he _ eter, which Longshoresaid func- dozen gifts of computer equip- academic resources.
said, is “still virtually state of the tioned sporadically and could
ment.
“The parents respond very
only detect elements in concenHumboldt Moving & Storage
generously when the goal is to
Equipped with a dedicated
trations of many parts per mil- Co. will transport the microimprove studentinstruction,” he
minicomputer, the probe bomlion.
probe from San Jose for free, said.

Lae

from 4 to 6 p.m. at Buck

Show Your Student Body Card
Get a Student Discount Card

Valid
As Long As You're Enrolled

‘STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD

expires 9/30/93
Humboldt Bay

|

Jupiter ——
© Continued from page 21
“It should be pretty

to

watch,” Hungerford
said. “I plan
to take pictures of the comet before it merges with Jupiter and
to take picturesof what happens

after.”

“T’ve never had any successin
finding comets before, to be honest. So finding the comet will be
a nig Sane and taking pictures
will be even better,” he said.

Coffee Company
7th & E Sts.° Eureka, CA 95501 ° 442-1786

_ “Our
is too small to
actually see what I really want to.
see though. I want to see the
actual impact. However

ae
ver

with

rotation, which is any-

from nine hours, 55 min-

utes to nine hours 50 minutes, if
there are any remains — if it

The Lumberjack
We're there for you. Every week.

wa deed beable te phason exe
we should
to
an

disturbance.”
rer
H
will use HSU’s
14-

inch
and the eightinch cameras mounted to them

Seajupirendiedbonelpee
Fickle Hill to p

ner.

_

_
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Dunes

Local ecosystems provide haven

By Susan Deusl

for endangered coastal species
“There are a couple of endan- “These plants are very

=

ofa
8 for stuilante 4
find shige todo for the envi.
answer, however, for serious

vOHuamieenee
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Dunes, a
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iiaamadaee,

restoration projects
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teis Malad on
on both the stateSone

a

__Formembersofthepubtiewho
are interested

in
restoration

in seeing the the

The

conducting

preserve,
of the Dunes willbe

one of its quarterly

HSU’s biol

ow
they're

‘okaaa grants

aan cae
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ae
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Arcata,
ie
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isopen
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instructors
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tunity to take studenoutto
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vulka

‘The Manila Beach and Dunes

:

te bloc

ont on the danas

Organize
John St. Marie
r

month, the Friends ofthe Dunes
visit these dunes as part of an
ng restoration

-

which will consist
of five Wednesday night
class
and es
three
fiel

More information is avail—
g 822-4360.
“We

have

ae
tine dune ecosystemson

Miller said this
Saturday volunteers will remove ice

Miller, restoration manager
for The Nature Conservancy.
:

of the destructive, introduced _ cating folk
to sas
what’sout

North Coast,”

iv

said Linda

dune
he Mae 3
said. “And the best way to |

plants in an effort to rid the area _ protecttheseareasisbyedu-

vegetation.
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leader in professional
publishing software!

a—

there.”

iar onl cell

for

ongoing dialogue between tribal
en
HSU areaens Alistair

alien

cca

California, Ne-

Washington and
can be eligible

said that there
is an

——

Access Area off Pacific Ave. in said no
is necesManilaisanotherareaaccessible sary to volunteer for the
to
peopleinterestedintheseecosystems.
Every third Sa
of the

wootehaiine

its Tepes Ae

River Slough and Dunes, which ‘Dees
Dunes
y4

Feed oe costiladiawadnuacb
ts
e

“HISU was invited to fill out yada
the grant application because of Montan

ona

Adjacecent to *the Lanphereos projects,pobeginning
tion
satan _ ton

light hours.

Ene money for hi your
DeMark said, “so

FSU was on

be conduating
aoa
areas
at three local dune ecoeys- is open to the public Friday training willsessions
for volure | {tee sperific aren
The Lanphere-Christensen

is
tox, baheaivtenl
lete criteria for Native

ment

ties who received money

at the Manila Dunes at 10
a.m. witha sacklunchanda

a.

d

was awarded ax 6800,
grant
Tuesday from the Howard

Mller said volunteers are

federal endangered species list.

$800, 000
According to DeMark, the’
INRSEP

ByRey Larsen

gered plants protected here.The invasive,
don't belong
* preserve
awhole cross- here,” Miller said.

section of habiand
tats
ecosysSenate
“ek
native plants and
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oed |

within the
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calen,
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Perry, coordinator fe
jects, research
and
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cnmitent

to

graduate

multiculturalism and diversity
at Humboldt.”

‘sourc
Sciences andes,
Engineerae
(INRSEP) received

, animal physiology and
labs

studies. “It’s also to recruit and
A$250,000 slice of the pie is set
Indiansintothe program.” aside for new equipment
for the
‘s Indian Natural Re- introductory biology, biotechbolster the number

ofNative Americansenteringthe
biomedical sciences.

Native American students

who

' receive $3,000

a

for stipends will

annually over a

The

will

be applied to ouhiae tevin
especially senior research

Bee

Howard Hi

Institute awarded

$28,500,000.

3
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PATRICK

Traditional Irish story and song from the

master of the Celtic harp.
$10 General

$6 Students & Seniors

PETER BUCKLEY IN "WHAT HAPPENED’

BALL

Buckley offers a humorous
Storyteller/performer

_

every activity —
look at the stories behind virtually
in human existence.

si

:

& Seniors
ts
$8 General / $5 Studen

Van Duzer Theatre

&

¥

yy

a
i

.

"7

s'

‘

aake

FRANCESCO TRI
chamber ensembles.

$10 All Tickets / Includes preperformance artist reception
Fulkerson Recital Hall

0/8

DAROL ANGER
MIKE MARSHALL

& PSYCHOGRASS
Wy EMMYLOU
HARRIS

|
The Works, Arcata & Eureka

& THE NASH RAMBLERS

The New Outdoor Store, Arcata

0/}0 JOSH REDMAN ____ Mibversity
Ticket Office, HSU..
AND
a
PAT METHENY

826-3928

BALLET FLORIDA
PAUL

WINTER
CONSORT

~ CHICK COREA ELEKTRIC BAND 1
SPALDING

GRAY

DAVID PARSONS DANCE COMPANY
MARIA BENITEZ
- TEATRO FLAMENCO

CHINESE MAGIC REVUE
;

THE

BOBS

AFRICAN TROUBADOURS
AND

MUCH

MORE!

.

Whether it’s a
rose or a
skeleton,

finding the

—

perfect picture
andthe

—

perfect place
has started a

TATTOO
CRAZE
By Giniin)

Ber

Berquist

Foy on psychology freshman Mike
‘ompeo, it was a
uation
t
om his mother.
a
Te
r Sophia Plichta, a
junior, it
prompted her to get her
bel y button
pierced.
To Michael Pendowski, a theater arts

re, it was an 18th birthday
present from his friends.
Undeclared

freshman

Elizabeth

Mason’s parents still don’t know she’s .

got one.

What these four students have, along |
with numerous others, are tattoos. From

DePompeo’s Yosemite Sam to Mason’s
skeleton
out of her spine — and
countless
of skin art— people
are going “under the gun.”

and Shawn Ameson,
tattoo artists from Lost Coast Body Artin Rio Dell;

anid Bo see

0 oe

who come in

_ GINIBERQUIST/
THE LUMBERJACK

Though getting a tattoo can be peinful, lt dosen't deter a customer of D’bud at

tec betwe
20-20 years
enold. Lost Coast Body Art, top of page. Designe can be personal, such ss Justin
D’Bud said.

sien dene
ae

He also ‘+°Wtrip’s tribal pattern on his leg, right, or Matthew Gostin's Hopi god.

deitibcasnundttteertan

ness comes from professional women.

up with other work. Like the

of

D’Bud, 37, has been ta
for 20 the tattoos
that cover his ees
years, his last year and a halfin Rio Dell. and back, he did the artwork himself.
“T had a tatooist in San
stick a
Eee
er eo
ere

gun in my hand and say ‘Go for it,”he “he said. “If you're

said about his start in the trade. “I’ve
been fascinated with tattoos since I was

your leg has a natural
une FO Foe Your Handi

At 13, D’Bud got his first tattoo,
a banner, which has
since been covered

sp aap eid.
sign. It’s difficult”

about six.”

pain. You're

aang

Scat

- Arneson,
26, has been
years. He has been wor!
with
D’Bud at Lost Coast Body ee
six month. Ameson also has
pr
__ Studio, called

The tattoo

at Lost Coast Body

Art runs like this: First, the area to be

See Tattoos,
page 26

26
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SAY

7

wo

HELLO

Tattoos: Is it art or just a scar?
© Continued
from page 25
tattooed af

rg

off and, if

The outline of the tattoo goes
into the skin with the tattoo gun
using a one- or three-point
e. Next, the shading
goes

in. Color
in last,
from the
darkestto lightest color.
It takes
between
two and three weeks

“Everything is soldered at
451.3 degrees,” D’Bud said.

“I dean it immediately
benzol solution where

cit

. Geaned

=

oS

ies

>

ic

New

ma

ox

Da

heen

‘

yea

&

eek,

TAPE

'

in a
re

Then
into the heat
meuaite
Then they're
placed back into a benzol solution for storage.”
According to the American
Medical Association, the benzol
solution thatis used isabsolutely
Sterile at room temperature.
“Just by contact with that solution, it kills tuberculosis, hepatitis and AIDS,” D’Bud said.
“AIDS is a really wimpy virus
outside the blood system.”
In an average month, Lost
Coast Body Art gives about 60
tattoos. On men, the upper arm
and shoulder are the most common places for tattoos. On
women, next to the breast or
lower leg, the calf or ankle are
the most popular.
The average priceof a tattoo at
Lost Coast is $50 to $60 but the
price varies with size, color or

even location.
“Each piece has its own highlights,” Arneson said about the
satisfaction he finds in his work.
“The expression
on the
customer’s face — how the
make you feel about the wor!
you did on them ... when you
givesomebody
exactly what they
want and a little more.”
The most common question
e ask is, “Does it hurt?”
answer is it depends.
“Basically, your most tender
spots are anywhere along
your
Sirvaleuiichesta, veoiaisiadiours
the inside of your arms and the
inside of your legs,” D’Bud said.
“About 90 percent of the

people we tattoo, the first time

they sit downin the chair and
you hit them with the needle,
they say, ‘That hurts a lot less
than I woe it would,”

ANNA WOORE/
PHOTO EDITOR
D’Bud shows off his collection of tattoos.

D’Bud and Arneson said passing outisnot
very common. They
said generally,if someone passes
out, it’s because they were on
something when they came in.
“The biggest
with tattoos,

y with them

bei

going
to do..”

outof 10

— first timers—

“It’s not all about skulls,”
Arneson said. “I mean, aning

ae

s

burn.” Arneson said it

plaint is the outline hurts more
than the shading.
ee “Fatz” Gostin, 27, a

na
resources planning senior, had a different sensation

when he had the Hopi god

tattooed on his spine.
“It felt like someone had their
handsinside
my visceraand they
gans as hard as ipod
uid,” he

said. “It wasn’t a skin sensation

for me. It was an internal one.”

’ his arm and ankle.

a s best to be stone-cold sober,” D’Bud said. “You don’t
want to be shnockered.”
“You can definitely tell when
you're working on an alcoholic,”
D’Bud said.
smell is incredible. The blood just reeks of
alcohol. It smells like the bottom
of a friggin’ beer can and an asha
Both men
tattooing is an
addicting thing.
.
“Move over, morphine, we’ ve
got tattoos,” D’Bud said. “Seven

definitely
burns closer to bone.
D’Bud also said a common com-

themselves worked up te

big pain and it’s
not that
bad. It’s a little bit irritating,
but

He designed all of them him-

self andgave himself the ones on
Vasquez
other eee

it’s not that bad.”
Thetwoagreethebestdescription of the pain is “an irritating,

“Everybody

pieces and work on his chest,

neck and ankle.

addictive, is the adrenaline
endorphins,” Arneson said. “You
get quite a rush from getting
tattooed. If you throw a
or
something
else
in
there,
you're
saat
c

in the chair already have number two in mind, or picked out,
by the time they leave the shop.
Two out of 10 first-timers get
two the first time.”
“What we're
todo with
Skinsi;
and
Coast is to
basi pA give a rap cleaner
image of tattooing
what's

Arneson said.

and was happy with the result.
NowVasquez,
25, hastwoarm

working on
than himself.

“I only have so much bod

space,”
he said. “T’'m not in
a hurry that I want to cover my.

whole body — which I'm not

Vasquez said he got into the
trade of ta
because
of his
interest in art. He uses homemade equipment
which he calls
“prison-style.”

“It works just as well, sometimes even
,” he said in
comparison to professional
equipment.

.

As for sterilization,
he uses

peroxide

one

and

alcohol

and

the cap of the gun as

Vasquez estimates he has tat-

currently available,” D’Bud said.

the biker stuff is OK, but it’s
about doing beautiful skin art.”
Cesar Vasquez, an art junior,
has been giving tattoos for two

and a half ae He had a friend

who was

and did tat-

awe
“When I finally decided to get
one, I went toa
and
oe re ow Wey aid
he
He then met up with a friend

of his cousin who did tattooing

left calf. The bottomof
the tattoo has the initials
“RDG”

in forhis best

friend who died ina skateboarding accident.

—

Harper Patrick Ball brings
strings and stories to HSU
“Fd like to say that I chose the

By Jackson Garland
wae

, a8
wo the normalnVloo-etinged

Ball can’t play

ear cxeem tea
.

“I have to 8
ne
sports because of m

meg

nails,” Ball said duice'a ile
ie
plots

oterviai

Hn

-

Sts hein

in Bodega Bay. ”
“T’ve

eee

basketball.

a week
Ball’s

river rafting,

caltnoatetias there

the trip
and a

concerns

are well

founded. He plays the ancient
celtic harp, which requires
long
to pluck the brass-

wire strings.

“Tsupposein

plays

and talks at the same time.

pieces of music are

dion
run

davobulaibesentin tear
tual reason I chose this harp is
because it was the first one I
sound that was
was both compelling
and odd to me.

“The tradition
of using this

type of harp died out 200 years
ed
ae
ee
teachers around. As a result, I

stage,

and music are both
of one
Ball said he never

harp
traditional
re
around Irish
culture. While he said the stories

important

to

stories.

aaccanicidetaieaeasieen,

these stories, so to tell a story

without the music would be abit
thin.
rv
f
“In old times in Ireland,
it was
at the same time

that it was rarely done.”
Ball said that his show.
at HSU’s Van Duzer Theatre
be half music and half

wo particaler.” he said, “this
See Ball,
page 28
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Counting Crows

Big fis: for small band

By Kevin Murphy
a Murder
Jiardes ofof One” sade

;

and humor to rare

Take an unknown band from

while inv

the Bay Area and put it in front

of romantic

of the top talent in the business
and just wait until the first al-

“August and
ter” was produced

bum comes out.
ee
ee

Burnet atinger and songwriter
with Bob

canceled a last minute
mance at the Rock & Roll

ee

Af-

vans Costello and other
big names. Counting Crows

of

Fame
and Counting
Crows was headed to Hollywood
to record
asked
to fill in. In the audience ina trailer
next
to a Holwere artists Pearl Jam, Eric lywood Hills home where the
Cla
and Bonnie Raitt.
band lived and worked
Counting Crows released
Since the band’s short-notice

its debut album this week under

at the Hallof Fame

David Geffen’s DGC label. The

dinner, Counting Crows has

After” is a series of

bos_

guitar-based rockers and balla
Elements
of Van Morrison,
RE.M. and Tom ee filter
mandolins, guitar, keyboard and organ. The
d’smix
of rock, new wave country
and
soul combine to bring feeling to.
a powerful sound.
The albumisacombination of
Piting rock and melodicballads.

a
erthe dinner, only
three of the five band members
Sauren but they said it wasa
tasy come true.
“The crowd went apeshit,”
Duritzsaid
in an article from the
Sept. 14 edition of the San
Fransisco Examiner. “The Doors
were at one table, Cream was at
another,Springsteenand Robbie

album “August and

for Bob Dylan, Los Lo-

Adam Duritz uses

a tender voice to
soul in songs like
Time Again” and
ins.”
Other songs like

Jellyfish.

(Robertson of The Band) were

divulge his
“Time and
“Anna Be-

ees.”
“I saw
Springsteen out there
intheaudience bobbing
his head
to the beat,” he said.
Duritz was born ini Baltimore

“Rain King”

but moved to Berkeley
when he
was 10. He spent his freshman
fi stared hs mia caer
started his musical career
poemsto music on

enc

plang ina study room

After wri
his first song
Duritz andhaates back to Ber-

the music scene was

moving at a faster pace. Here
the Counting Crows formed.
From hearing the Crows you'd
think Van Morrison was ye
group’s biggest influence.
though Duritz admits he has all
of Morrison’s tapes, he said The
Band was the group’s greatest
influence.
The Hollywood house where
“August and
After”
was recorded is the same house
where The Band recorded “From
Big Pink.”
“Right now I wake up in the
middle
of the night ... wondering what's going to happen. I
spent my whole life dreaming of
this, and now our record iscom-

ing out. I wonder, could I ever
be on the level of the people that
inspired me? What if the album
doesn’t sell?” Duritz said.
With its first album Counting
Crows are on their way to becoming inspirations themselves.

‘only way t
totellthesestoriesistolistento.

_ authentic tellings of

‘said.

:

folk ——
st

tales which he a lb

-calls“reallyold,”peasantrysto- *
: ries deali with waite in cau
Trelandandliterarytalesbased wanted
to do
onthe writings oflrish authors. while,” Bal sai

rene

Lunch

Special

11 a.m. - 3 p.m. Monday - Saturday
Choice of burrito, com tostada, regular nachos, or

COME IN AND CHECK OUT
OUR NIGHTLY SPECIALS
ON BEER, FOOD OR MUSIC

4
he

taquitos with a large soft drink - $3.99

ENTREES
Choice of meat includes: Chichen, Ground Beef, Shredded Beef, Pork

’ BP BURRITOS
large flour tortilla filed with beans, rice, ona.

eianet ment

mest

cheese and

4.99

been 4.25

NACHOS
tortilla chips covered with beans and cheese topped with sour cream,

guacamole, jalapenos end saisa

lRorder

5.99

ig. 4.75

NACHOS ESPECIAL
tortila chips covered with beans, and cheese topped with sourcream,

SPEED.

SMEOR

MACHO

NACHOS

SE

erie

Bnd

eee

Vorder

erypen

4.50

ig. 5.50

@VEGERITO
TAQUITOS

@

Esp ..9.25

TACOS
large corn or soft flour shell filled with cheese, tomatoes, sprouts or
lettuce and choice of mest or beens
mestorbesn
2.99
flourtaco add 1.00

@

TOSTADAS

deep fried tortita topped with besns, lettuce, tomatoes, olives,
cheese, sour cream and parmesan cheese

sm.corn:

ig flow:
@ ENCHILADAS

bean

mest

4.25

4.99

been 4.99

mest 3.30

mest or cheese rolled in com tortilla covered with sauce, cheese,

@

onions
and olives. Two served with rice and beans

6.25

ENCHILADAS VERDES
blue corn tortillas filed with your choice of mest or cheese and

@& #2 Enchiada
& Taco

4.50

topped with cheese, quacamole and saisa
QUESADILLAS

4.75

sm. 3.99

ALA

pork stewed with chilies, tomatoes and spices over a bed of rice,
5.99

rice and beans topped with cheese and onions served with a flour

tortifa

GUACAMOLE SALAD

sm.

cup

dinner sated with cup of soup

2.99

SOUP

& SALAD

CHILE RELLENO

1.50

1 chile retieno
tortita
ae
1.

ig.

beans

2.25

om,

CHIMICHANGA

EXTRAS

onions

lettuce

3.75

ee

ee

burrito has cheese, beans and/or meat. Taco is a smaller version of

ee

snare wade

beer ontap

nk

pints

2 pacher

23

pitcher

a
ye

domestic
ee

00

wine cooler

a

olives

‘60.

-30/.90

=
=
-30/1.00
.50/1.00
+30/1.00

diet pepsi
-30/1.00
diet slice
1.00
Ya pitcher soda 2.25

.

ra

1.41

2.12
= 5.54
3.90

imported = 2.12

ae

30
25

1.65
ie

7

(1.23

73

@
ee

root beer
sie

:

owe

sour cream

HEART HEALTHY

flour tortie stuffed with meat or beans and cheese, deap fried then
et

pepsi

jalapenos

6.25

>

mills

Wg. 2.50
1.73
<i

60

60

al

4.50
.
AS
1

covered with our tangy green sauce, cheese and green chiles. Two
served with beens and rice.

coffee

+e

Anaheim chil stuffed with jach cheese, dipped in egg batter, fried,
pea
then topped with a tometo sauce and cheese, served with rice and 6 STS
@SCHILD’S BURRITO OR TACO

BEVERAGES

2.25

tea

dinner salad =
aca © yy

2 ‘flour tortile shell filled with ground beef, lettuce, tomatoes,
4.30

tg.

tome

@TACO SALAD

onions, olives, sour cream and parmesan cheese

1.50

@® spanish
rice

©

7.23
7.99

CARTE

sm.

3.30

green and red leaf lettuce, cabbage, carrots, tomatoes, sprouts,
cheese, olives and green onions topped with guacamole and
parmesan cheese
sm. 3.75
ig. 4.99

7.75

#5 Chile Verde & Taco
#6 Chile Retieno & Taco

1g 4.99 — egbeans topped with onions
and cheese

topped with cheese, onions and sour cream, served with a flour

7.25

@ #4 Burrito, Enchilada,
Taco

flour tortilias filled with cheese, onions, green chilies and tomatoes,

topped with sour cream .
CHIL! VERDE

6.25

@ #5 Tostada
& Enchiiads

four deep fried com tortitas stuffed with chicken or shredded beef,

seme as Nachos & Nachos Especial encept served on lange platter for @pRI
& BEANCE
PLATTER
Reg..8.25

(served with beans, rice and tortita)
@ #1 Burrito & Taco
5.99

sauce. Topped with guacamole, cheese and salsa. Served with rice.

tortida

5 or more people

COMBINATIONS

@ whole whest flour tortilla filled with beans, broccol, mushrooms,
zucchini, tofu, sunflower seeds, walnuts, sesame seeds in a tomato

eee

_

TA

The hearts on our manu denote
thet can be
prepared according to the criteria tems
of the American Heart
Assocation or bang lower n fet, chetestare, sodhm, -a>

:

OAd fWrequantiy calories.

:

>
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¥
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All sex and no talent make up

)

the controversial ‘Rising Sun’
DavidLink
=
Pee

:
Japanese businessmen in the film

If you've already read about

are you go.

unethical.

é Whe

web! Smi

stereotype

directed by Philip
Kaufman, who has
directed critically
acclaimed films in
thepast
(“TheRight
“Hi
and
June”). Unfortu-

es

.is joined
expert John aby

that
all (
) in investigating the
Japanese
murder.
—
businessThe
ismadeto
look like
| men
are
shut case because
powerful, the Blonde woman’s Japanese
cruel, un- boyfriend appears on a videocaringmen disc of her murder.

nately, this won‘tbe
remember as one of
them.

whowilldo
anything
possible to

The controversy

protect

involves JapeneseAmericans who

themselves
from an-

think Kaufman’sportrayalofthe

other scandal.

aa

woman in the Los Angeles high

,

“Rising Sun” was

Its jast not the |
sie arbi, Ronee is?

The plot of the film isall about

és

— The rest of the film is devoted
<a
to find out who the
er is, which gets bor-

ings

ufman has jumped head

See Suen, page 30
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ARCATA
622-8712

trogen ‘Bast
Open7

.

oa ee

OTROA

studentS

°5¢ Aduiieahoes ;
on Fridays with student I.D.
|
50% off every day with student I.D.

Live Horse

Racing
via —

LIBERTY

OF LoNDON

OvieTWG

+ SuPrUES

Redwood Acres Fairgrounds
* Large multi-screen coverage
e Wagering and payouts just
like at the track.
* Daily food service; beer and wine
e Large no-smoking room

Window LACES
TAPESTRY
LINEA + $18

Wool + RAYON,

COfron IKATS
BUTTONS - FOL RWEAR

First post at 12:15p.m.; 5:30 Fridays
Free handicapping classes
ra

CRS
A

a

C2

,

as

Fer

RES RISES
¥.

ROR;

Zs

For more info call 445-3037 or 445-1756

A

eS | ca

A

ts

NCS

PIRST BAPTIST CHURCH]
Of Arcata
1700

Union

Street

*

Arcata

°

822-0367

Jesus is Awesome!

Introducing our soon to be famous...

w “Adios Goodnight Cooler”
w- Order any of the above Pitchers and you'll
receive Fiesta Appetizers to complete your

Cantina Experience!

Also Draft Beer, House Wines and Well

sO

Drinks are HALF PRICE!!

Free

Open

House

(salads too)

BBQ:

Join us at the Mad River Saloon & Eatery...

It’s the Saturday Night Thing To Do!

3535 Janes Rd. Arcata * 822-1050 » Open until 10pm Mon - Sun

“ere Your Late Night Restnura"

30 _ Wednesday, Sept. 15, 1993

The Lumberjack

‘Safety in Numbers”
Escort Service
Welcome
back to campus.

The “Safety in Numbers” escort service is in full

_

Sun
* Continued
from page 29

operation 24 hours a day, 7 days a week through
the Department
of Public Safety.

Call 3456 on

campus

sete’ aes ae” sweeping
ywood, that of the high-tech,

erotic thriller, complete with hidden

Year: Senior

The safety escorts who worked last semester and
exps
an interestia
continuing this semester will be coatacted by Public Safety.

|

SIG

WF

I

scene is so im
t to
the film's plot, we get to see it again
and again.
The film drags through scene after
predictable
scene for a full two hours,
then finally fizzles out with an unremarkable, forgettable
,
P
the worst Aon
this
film is the laughable parts that are
supposed to be taken seriously.
An example
is a suicide scene that
has been done the exact same way in
so many films that Kaufman should
be embarrassed to have used it.

an

WITHA ret
WWitavalerei
Vionday

POth

Sept

from

#

[OO

fewng.« a lewryer rete han bangng

screwing

erewelllby one.
This is a
example of a poor
film that only got as much attentionas
it did by the public and press because
of the controversy surrounding it.

Want to write for

The Lumberjack?

w

Pitchers
of Guinness, Bud and Steelhead Drafts,

House Wine

Name: Elaine Benjamin
Major:
Art .

Age: 44
St

2G ww:

vise»
Photography,

sc

ns pig
e

i

ulpture,

‘Cc

)

n

:

ms

es

drawings and paintings
on display
at the

Karshner Lounge Sept. 3-16.
e On geting ideas: “They just come. They don't leave me

alone. They nag at me. When | need fo be creative | go to
bed and pull the covers up ... shut everything else ouf. Let
the ideas flow.”
:

e On geiting insipiration: “Driving with one hand and wilting
with the other... | get a lot of inspiration
from looking at
other artwork.”
e What is important: “As far as art goes, color Is very important
to me ... and | seem to be dealing with a lot of familiar,
simplistic themes ... houses, brooms and homey types of
things.

e Where she’s headed: “/ haven't tried jewelery yet. | came
to school to try to focus on things but instead | broadened. |
still haven't
found my focus.”
e Plans after graduation: “| know that ! want to stay in the
area ... fhat’s become very important to me. Everything's
not so much slower but less tense here.”
:
2g
. | e What she likes fo do: ~
, fishing. hiking ... |love to
travel. | used to like to read but | don‘t seem to have any
time
for that.”

Take Jn 120 and
write for it in the

— Repo
by rt
Jennifered
Dwinell —

spring.

and Well Drinks are HALF PRICE.

« With your purchase of any of the above specials,

enjoy our All You Can Eat “HOT DOG BAR"
for 90¢*|
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Margaritas $2.50
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¢ Family Planning
-.
= Coonaeling for tien-icimens<tildien
¢ Family Medicine
ce based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal
OF

785 18th Street
es

Hours: M-F Gam
822-2481
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Clasquin, who
from Beethoven,

By Michelle
Van Aaist

pla

i
am

Chopinand Debussy, performed

last Saturday night inthe
Fulkerson Recital Hail. The artist drew such a large crowd that
igre
em
em
to

Even with the timeconstraints
of
a new mother,

Deborels Clascpin stil ards the
drive to nile
rm

aasaieudia

Fisu’s Muse Faculty Art Se

InKHSU’s
Ben Tankersley’sintroduction before the recital, he
spoke of her “powerful performances and sensitive artistry.”
This statement was apparent
at the beginning of her performance. Theswaying
movements
of her forearms and the expressions on her face as she played

ries.

Clasquin,
who came to HSU

in 1985 as a part-time instructor

had her first child,

eae

diaper
ead batten, is has
aeaad i. professor from

main

ios hadi echadatie

“1 bring her to all my studio

Beethoven’s Variations on an

Original Theme in F Major

lessons. So farmy studentsdon't

showed the turmoil of the piece.

mind,” she said.

Humboldt”
CT cstsla
Apartme ahes
“Only

a

*Free
“1.2

olreres

Gomme

Cable
&

3

be

»

An

tong pertonnanee lent Sotuldny night.

Pianist juggles the demands
of music and motherhood

Spun

Culture
TER GRA

Program

en

“This work was written during
a* period when Beethoven was
having family problems.

hae:

“Beethoven was in a huge

court battle over. the custody of
his nephew,” Clasquin said.

“Other family

members didn’t

feel he
take care of this
child. It was right in the middle
of his battle that he wrote this

PI

mee

Be

826-6189

received her under-

uate di

at Smith Col-

in Boston then went to the

New

Conservatory to

earn her masters. She received a
doctorateof musical arts
at Indi-

ana University.

See Clasquin, page 32
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Humor and gore combine in the

Clasquin

adventure movie “True Romance’
ee

wy Sito Soume

ER

amare engage
emma
ange
NM

aA

52 - wednsiin Sept. 15, 1993

nem

It’s described
as a “Bonnie
and Clyde” for the 90s, but
Bonnie and
e were never

this violent
or this funny.
“True Romance,”

which

opened last Friday,
will sur-

you.

-

Quentin

Tarantino, who

also wrote “Reservoir Dogs,”
offers a wonderfully witty

script that at first seems like a
Disney movie, but quickly

turns dark.

Director
Tony Scott presents
the story
at an
insane

pace

can’tbetopped,

he topsit.
Themovieis

oe

with peaks
hilarityand
intense action...

d

with the hours

sain
te teands, Cunne
again goes before the makeup

artists to become a scarred and

dreadlocked white man who
thinks
he’s black.
Slater
is

Reel
;
Review

and just when
itseemsa scene

a ot

ek
ee
birthdays wa'
Fu
a Faas ee
It's
by far his best picture
and
his most interesting character
since “Heathers.
viet
wi
Arquette is fun to watchas
ee
t the most romantic
thing in the
world that Slater kills her
pine, peared by Gary Oldman.

guided by his

idol, _Elvis
who
_| os «him in
Presley,

Film: “True Romance”
Director: Tony Scott
a
- Saning: Christian Siater,
Patricia Arquette

bathrooms. Elvis

Where: The Eureka Theatre

Gun”), an actor

-

Tickets:$6

Imer

Val
5

Doors”, “Top
whoseems
castas the

“dead

rock star.”
Kilmeris Slater's guardian angel who advises Slater what to
do, including who to kill.
There are so many wonderful
characters in this movie, itishard
to remember all of them. .
Dennis Hopper (“Easy

rity

guard.

Walken (“The
Dead Zone”, “Batman Re-

turns”)

sadisticbad

who

guy

pride
in his Si

He is the

movie bad

“Tm the anti-Christ.” -

rad Pitt (“Thelma and
Louise”, “A River Runs
Through It”) makes the most
of wean character who
can
a bong
out of almost
an
,
s worth the price of admission just to see his character ask a gang of gun-toting
mobsters, “You guys want to
smoke a bowl?”
Bronson Pinchot makes the
successful transition from TV
to the big screen. He plays a
cowardly movie maker, a far
from his Balki character on
“Perfect Strangers.”
Those with a light stomach
beware — this is not a beautiful picture. It will lull you into
a false sense of security, then
pound you with action. This is
not a predictable movie. Instead, it is an intelligent piece
that will keep youon your toes.

piece andwhat you feel the com-

Clasquin earned three curtain
calls at the end of her performance to which she played an

at
years old, was introdied Wks pamoliriceoter

encore piece — Prelude by

my brothers
and sisters which is
vesvelay cour by then I

Scriabin.
;
“It
is a tradition that after the
concerts
over you give them one
extra treat,” Clasquin said. “They

can be beautiful gems, or some-

thing flashy to show off your

convey.”
poser is tryitong

who deal

“1 actually started later than

was
Playing

Saad
ied
to a
ciel is not

new to
who has performed to audiences since she

talent, but by then I wassodamn
tired I
a shorter piece.”
To maintain her

level Clasquin practices every-

day.

Even if Ihave a huge course
to prepare the following day, I

always gotta get down to the
piano and wiggle my fingers,”

she said.

“I remember
reading an interview with artist Jackson Pollack
where he said he has never taken

a vacation from painting in 30
years because
he was afraid that

if he stopped for just one day he
would lose his creativity. That's
exactly it.”
Clasquin feels to play a piece
mitmentto both the piece
and
the composer. Part of learning a
piece is trying to interpret what
the composer meant by. each
note.
“It is important to look at how
aspects of your life will influence your interpretation of the

ps
:
“It’s actually easier to play for
mewhenthaladinelgiiaros.
rized because I am not being
distracted by the dotsand dashes
in front of me,” she said. “I can
sit =

and fear concentrate

on the tone

coming out

of the Revver ey
Clasquin focuses any nervous

feelings

while pla

livteonot

an audience toward her perfor-

mance. -

“If you know what to concentrate on to distract yourself then
itis not quite as nerve racking,”
The next

rmance in the

Series will be Nov. 13 at 8 p.m.
Student ticketsare$1,$4 general
admission.

5 ad

SOS

Christian
Slater stars as
Clarence Worley, a Kung Fuloving comic book salesman,
whose life turns around when
Patricia Arquettedumpsabox
of popcorn on his head in a
movie theater.
Themoviebelongs toSlater,

ao

Rider”, “Blue Velvet”) plays

Slater’s father, a former cop
who spends his time asa secu-

© Continued from page 31

7.

Now open Tues.
Happy Hour 5:00-7:00

sassetbesusessSatnscct
seen

BEER BATTERED —
MOZZARELLA STICKS.
Served with Marinara Sauce.

$3.95
Iguana Eggs
Breaded, deep fried
Jalepenos stuffed with
cream cheese or cheddar
Cheese. Served
with a honey-chili sauce.

Thursday:

$3.95

2 for 1 Oyster Shooters

HALF SHELL SHOOTERS

Hiagoy How 20-1300

Humboldt's freshest oyster’s

And

Remember.....

pio

anda

Wednesday,
Sept. 15, 1993

Former Dell’Arte student returns
with music to benefit the school
By David Link

. musician
who started his
career as a student
at the

started
at the school
in 1977 and was a critically acclaimed player
in performances

putonat the

benefit the Dell’Arte Historic
fund.

Gale

McNeeley will

“Words, Laughsand Music” this

Friday at 8 p.m. at the Dell’Arte

of the Red-

woods and at the Pacific Arts

Dell’Arte School in Blue Lake enter.
returns for: a one-man concert to

sad

Studio.

a

Os

et

te

ae

__ McNeeiey will put on a show
Reet Aaa
saiveegl comedy in anaces
of zany characters,” accord:
to Dell’Arte. He will be accompanied by pianist Dana Chris-

3

Come join the fun!
Write till your heart's content at-

-

The Lumberjack.

Tickets are $5, with all proceeds
thefund torenoTh

Dell’Arte

is is part of a three-year
ee
errr
00. for the
sate senvauol

OF

the building, the home of the
Dell’ Arte Players Company, the

Dell’ArteSchool
of Physical The-

|

Just take Jn 120 in the spring .
and write for The Lumberjack 7
next fall.

atre and the Mad River Festival.
Informationisavailableat668-

Watch for the latest| _
movie & music
reviews

S

Student Checking With Summers Free.
just Wells
$4.50 Fargo’s
argo Student ATM. Checking”is
month when
all

eit ee gee
ece ea
“——

Cee

ee

ee

oe 1700
Posgo Exteces ATMs with no
per- rarmaction fees. Woe Ch Hen
asa
account free when you open your checking account.

for our Student Visa Card and

a $7

gwen

You'l‘ll also

ouvign up oro
a oie

can

sees,

eel

shaken lees te ch
Faskincnbiher
irra
Sokeop by the bank
ie

can choose
about our free t-

cal
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Looking for...

:

Ee

oa

the Sea

of Co-opertunity...

Cruise, the
:

—

Plo

‘

| om ete

aslo

i,

“S

7 Pre eS Cee
5

LaAay

—

of Co-op!
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meng

A

“aisles”

Sin

fe
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=

Seg

ereer on ACU,

ee”
.

tA

e Tired of Dorm Food? Too Busy to Cook? —

—

CS

A

We.

yy

“ie

sips

LNT
aa

POT
3

- Try Spoons Take-Out Kitchen at the Co-op, the FRESH alternative to junk food.
Great for lunch, dinner, or a snack. Fresh salads, chicken drummettes, lasagna,
pizzettas, and tofu sticks are just a few of the tasty entrees offered.

e Longing for Home-Baked Cookies? —
— Check out North Coast Bakery for delicious cookies, brownies, muffins, cakes and
breads, all baked fresh daily with all natural ingredients. No preservatives added!

e Looking for a Complete Grocery Store? —
- The Co-op is a full-service grocery store with a natural foods emphasis. This
means that you can find everything from fresh tofu to Ben & Jerry's ice cream to
wine and beer at your consumer-owned Co-op.

SRT
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Lumberjack ground attack faces division !
to go 3-0 with their .
strona rushing attack.

ee

“Our offensive line is great,” Rollins

@ Football squad looks

sad

ay've peta

te
Be

tated

cus of

py
Viewpthespend the size; we’ve
: got all the atiibutes all the factors.”.
Rollins running maie Percy McGee,
:

sane
pe
agrees.

By Jon Chown
The football team has their work cut

aa

man,”

cio

a-oNncac | O-1mawe

i the top rusher because of m line-

McGee said. “They’ ve been

block-

ing superbly and they open a lot of holes
-for me. To have a good running game

comes to HSU 0 and 1, after

wae Py
to

Davis 37-26 last weekend.

Their record belies their talent though.

you've got to have a good line.’

dey are
die apie thea any
ry team
eae

ro

say their size
“Thisis goi to be the best team we've met this year. The players
them though.
or so far,” Head Coach Fred Whitmire does not intimidate
line we've
“They’rea scholarship programand — “1 think they're the
and
I think
they’re
the best
we'll have our hands full.”
coached,”
Offensive
lineman
Rob
For HSU to competeit must continueto
be successful running the ball. After the Pinckard said. “It's going to push us to
first two games, the Lumberjacks have perform.”
“I say if they're bigger, they're slower,
the 15th ranked rushing offense in the
nation among division II schools. The sol figure to hit the holes a little quicker,”
Jacks’ also have the top two rushersin the McGee said.
Defensively, the Lumberjacks must
conference, Percy McGee and Jerry
adjust
to an offensive unit that has a
Rollins. The two combined are averaging
bigger line and uses multiple formations.
more than 200 yards per game.
“They're a lot bigger and more physi“Both of our backs are really
a
cal than teams we've played
in the past,”
attacking the hole,” said Offensive Tackle
defensive
standout
Jarrod
Spaulding.
“It
Rob Pinckard. “They aren’t waiting for a
hole to open up. They have the confi- will be a bigger challenge for me, but
dence to hit it full speed and that’s what when they’re bigger they’re usually
. Slower. We feel we're alot faster than any
makes big plays.”
Agood running game takes much more offensive line we're going to face.”
Fellow linebacker Mike Rigby also feels
than a couple of good backs, it takes a
strong offensive line. HSU has exactly that HSU will be able to stop them. |
_ “We have a
ting defense,” he
that, Offensive Brian Fay said.
“We work really hard and its some- said. “The defensive lineman shoot the
gaps real well so I think we'll do okay.”
thing we take pride in,” he said.
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Cross country squad horses around at Chico in

preparation for Humboldt Invitational
@ Men and women sweep Chico |
Invitational in preparation for
showdown with UC Davis.
By Jon Chown
SPORTS EDITOR

“The horse turned sideways and started bu
and
being skittish. Nobody could get by,” Wells said.
“It was chaotic,” said Ian Blair, the Jacks’ third fastest
finisher. “Runners from Chico that were out in front

didn’t even get affected. They just kept on going. It was
weird.”
The Lumberjack runners hung together though as

Bete Shenend See

The two most powerful cross country

conference will square off at the Humboldt

ds in the

Invitational

this weekend.

Seve

finished within seven secondsof each

At Chico, Walker finished first as expected, Merritt
finished second and the rest of the team finished in order
from sixth through thirteenth. Four Sophomores, Sara
Flores, Kim Souza, Lara Shultz and Emily Chilton finished at the top of the pack.
“Its a very young pack and its a group that’ sormae
do nothing
but improve. We come in as a pa

ia

,

other and finished second, third and “Runners from
fourth respectively. Shenard

°
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in the top from UC Davis, including Phil
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, 80 it’s just an excellent way to start

the season,” Wells said.

The men had to come back from a 20 second deficit
that occurred when a woman on a horse interfered with
the race less than half a mile from the starting line.
The woman was riding her horse on the course and
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Chico was in 18 minutes
and four seconds.
The invitational
at 9:30 a.m.,
with the women
starting
it off. The men will follow at 10:15. This will be

atChicoand _ the first year on this course.
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e Tired of Dorm Food? Too Busy to Cook? —

=
|

- Try Spoons Take-Out Kitchen at the Co-op, the FRESH alternative to junk food.
Great for lunch, dinner, or a snack. Fresh salads, chicken drummettes, lasagna,
pizzettas, and tofu sticks are just a few of the tasty entrees offered.

e Longing for Home-Baked Cookies? —
— Check out North Coast Bakery for delicious cookies, brownies, muffins, cakes and
breads, all baked fresh daily with all natural ingredients. No preservatives added!

e Looking for a Complete Grocery Store? —

|

- The Co-op is a full-service grocery store with a natural foods emphasis. This
means that you can find everything from fresh tofu to Ben & Jerry's ice cream to
wine and beer at your consumer-owned Co-op.
r
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- " 811 I Street, Arcata - 822-5947
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VS
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By Jon Chown
The football team has their work cut
a

ee
comes to HSU 0 and 1, after

wane et
to
Davis 37-26 last weekend.
Their record belies their talent though.
“Thisisgoing to be the best team we've
faced
so far,” Head Coach Fred Whitmire

McGee said. “They’ ve been
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met this year. The players say their size
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them though.
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and
I think
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the best
we'll have our hands full.”
For HSU to compete
it must continue to coached,” Offensive lineman Rob
be successful running the ball. After the ‘Pinckard said. “It's going to push us to
first two games, the Lum
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“1 say if
re bigger, they're slower,
the 15th ranked rushing offense in the
nation among division II schools. The salaplacseieinattions tithe aeicoer”
Jacks’ also have the top two rushersin
the McGee said.
Defensively, the Lumberjacks must
conference, Percy McGee and Jerry
adjust
to an offensive unit that has a
Rollins. The two combined are averaging
bigger line and uses multiple formations.
more than 200 yards per game.
“They're a lot bigger and more physi“Both of our backs are really good at
cal
than teams we've played in the past,”
attacking the hole,” said Offensive Tackle
Rob Pinckard. “They aren't waiting fora defensive standout Jarrod Spaulding. “Tt
hole to open up. They have the confi- will be a bigger challenge for me, but
dence to hit it full speed and that’s what when they’re bigger they're usually
. Slower. We feel we're
a lot faster than any
makes big plays.”
as
offensive line we're going to face.”
A
running gametakes much more
Fellow linebacker Mike Rigby also feels
aoe
of good backs, it takes a
that
HSU will be able to stop them.
strong offensive line. HSU has exactly
“We have a penetrating defense,” he
that, Offensive Brian Fay said.
“We work really hard and its some- said. “The defensive lineman shoot the
gaps real well so I think we'll do okay.”
thing we take pride in,” he said.
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Cross country squad horses around at Chico in

preparation for Humboldt Invitational
@ Men and women sweep Chico |
Invitational in preparation for
showdown with UC Davis.

“The horse turned sidewa ys and started bucking and
being skittish. Nobody could get by,” Wells said.

By Jon Chown
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“It was chaotic,” said Ian Blair, the Jacks’ third fastest

finisher. “Runners from Chico that were out in front
didn’t even get affected. They just kept on going. It was
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Martial arts classes offer fitness,

fun, a lesson in self-defense
®@ Students find
way to exercise
and protect
themselves at th
amen BS
Sen?
‘Sametime. —

“FLAG”
FOOTBALL
TOURNAMENT
When: Saturday,
September 18

Cost: $20 per team
Where: Campus
Events Field
Sign-up Deadline: Sept. 16
OOp.m.

|

By Amy Gittelsohn
Topple your assailantand run
like hell.
The second part of this sur- —
vival strategy is instinctive.
Learning the firsthas many HSU
students practicing the martial
arts.

Ana O’tero, an English junior,
signed up for an Aikido class
offered by the P.E. department
to boost her self-esteem.
Sheisalso
asingle parent with
two children to keep “safe in this
world.”.
Aikido was developed in Japan. Instructor Doug Knox describes the style as
iveonly
when attacked.
The attacker commits to an
action — whereas the defender
has options, he said.
Knox said it is different from
other styles because there are no
sparring contests, which yield
winners and losers.

It is a grappling style, which
emphasizes the importance of
knowing how to fall and use an
attacker’smomentum ina throw,
as well as how to strike

O’tero appreciates theemphasis on maneuvers which would
allow her toget away from some_ one, rather than focusing on a

*For more info call Intramural
Office at 826°6011 or come by
Forbes Complex 151.

return attack.
The style was “born of the
sword,” Knox said. Many of the
movements used in Aikido can
bedoneempty-handed or witha
staff or sword. Students practice
both ways.

DROP-IN

RECREATION
Volleyball - TTh 7-9p.m.
Sun. 2-5p.m.

As with all the styles taught
on campus, studentsarerequired
to “pull” their punchesand kicks
before contact.
Martial arts students value the
study for its psychological as
well as physical benefits.
“The discipline attracted me
because my life was undisciplined,” said Darrin
, a
member of HSU’s Shotokan Karate Club.
Bergen, a fisheries senior preparing to earn his black belt, began the study of martial arts asa
teena ger.

He was small, and “people
liked to remind me of that,”
said.
Shotokan club is

Basketball - Wed. 7-9p.m.
Sun. 11-1:45p.m.

national organization,

Soccer - Fri. 7-9p.m.

tors are a husband-and-wife
team, both with black belt ranks.

ofa

Shotokan

Karate of America.

The club’s volunteer instruc-

aton - Sun.

es
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ee
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1-3p.m.

Bergen describes Shotokan as
a “hard
style,” utilizing

throws
and more
and
kicks than others.
isa
descendantof the “Chinese box-

"

atincone

1HHOTO

wren

Ana O'tero practices Aikido, a class offered by the physical
education department, with a fellow studenton campus.

ing,” which migrated to
Okinawa in 1609 when the
people of the Ryukyu Islands
were prohibited from using
weapons by their rulers.
The club practices involve
thrée'stages.

Kihon, or the basic blocking,
punching and kicking techniques, kataare
the pre-arranged
“shadow boxing”
ences in
which the performer uses all the
techniques of the style in a simulated battle with multipleattackers and kumite is sparring with
an opponent.
Bergen said the club is usually
half women. If they are at any
disadvantage, Bergen said, it is
that women are reluctant to yell
loudly, a method used to focus
energy. But they do catch on.
“There’s several women I've
worked out with that could probably kill me in a blink,” he said.
But he added that killing or
maiming is not the object, that
the skills are to be used in self
defense when no other options

exist.

Another
karate . style,
Isshinryu,
is taught through
ter Activities.
a
Instructor Robert Sherman

says his class also practices
basic
striking, shadow fighting and
‘sparring. Butthestyleis lessdramatic looking than others, with
its narrow-based stances.
It’s characterized by a “snapping” technique in which the
punch or kick is retracted immediately after.
;
Sherman called the style effective, although understated
“we're not going to win any
Hollywood contracts,” he said.
Sherman said knowing when
not to use the skills in a real life
confrontation is also important.

He readily admits that — not
being Bruce Lee— if confronted
with a gun he probably would °
not utilize his 20 years of training.

"Sn the other hand, if someone

trained

in the martial arts re-

sponds to a haphazard swing
with a rib-breaking kick they’re

in trouble, Sherman said.

Club members get a chance to
test their skills against unfamiliar opponentsand styles in tour-

Hesaid the motivation
of most
of his students is to become bet-

naments.

but competitive events help.

ter able to defend themselves,

Twice a year they may take
Tournament
can
part in
training events, help students see how the
where black belt ratings are ok react to pressure, alawarded.
it is not required to earn
Participants are awakened at
belts, he said
obnoxious hours to practice, in
studied movements
memory
of the secrecy into-reflex takes time, but.
Okinawans worked out in.
Sherman said that achievement
“They really work you to. is “the essence of martial arts
training.”
= - Cs

‘ae aesee,

ve stutwice a week.
dents may join at any time and
take partin the practices, paying

the Sb month fe when they
sure. Bergen can be

at

er woet Sherrhanaeid ittahes
one year of dedicated practiceto
become confident.

“On the days that you

feel like

are the

go.”

” he said. “those

that you haveto
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De La Flor floors cont;
@ HSU field goal

record for most field goals made

kicker feels no
pressure while
setting records and
winning baligames.

“Raul adds a lot because
you
know once you get inside the 30fare ae
ear

By Jon Chown
The HSU football team and
Coach Fred Whitmire
havea new
offensive weapon this season in
the form of a field
kicker
DeLa Floris
animmediate contribution to the team.
In the past two seasons combined, the Lumberjacks have

SANDRA SCOGNAMIGLIO / THE LUMBERJACK

Raul
De La Flor stretches before practice. De La Flor has made

kicked seven field goals in 22
attempts. In two games, De La
Flor has kicked eight field goals
in eight attempts, including five
in the season opener
against
Rocky Mountain. The - ormance earned him NCAC athlete of the week and a NCAC

in one

was you tei ao ia =
years
might
not
have
that way,” Whitmire said.

on

to be all-Ameri-

can. No doubt about it,” Teamaate Montell
Allen said.
=.
If De La Flor continues his
pace, he could be in line for the
All-American title. With nine

team somewhere. That’s my
dream, to be an NFL kicker.”

DeLaFlor played at
Peninsula
College for two years

before

to San Jose

State in 1990. He said the atmosphere at a division I school like
San Jose is a lot different.

receeatss

“It’s more intense in division
I. We

the

pres-

,
y
It’s a really hard posi
causeif you do miss a field goal
nee ee
eee
record.
snap or
, they
point
De
La
Flor moved
to the finger at the kicker.” ce
Humboldt County in eee
Whitmire
points to De La Flor
and attended Collegeof the
Red- eee
woods for one semester to be
a loss in close games.
eligible to play this season, his
“He gives us, in any close
game,an opportunity to

first season since 1990.

with.an NFL team ora Canadian

See De La Flor, page 39

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL AGENCY

eight consecutive field goals sofar this seasonand is on the
way to breaking every conference field goal record .

For Faculty & Students on the Go!
We'reopen

Monday ~ Mday ,

8:30am
- 5:30 pm
as well as Saturdays
10 am - 2pm
Open

longer fo better serve

your travel needs.

843 Tenth Sf. « Arcata

822-1787
hee

Packs by Gregory and Dana Designs .

Moonstone Down and Synthetic Sleeping Bags

havean

“I came back to play football | edge,” Whitmire said. “He hasa
because I felt [wasa pretty good lot of confidence and pressure
kicker,” De La Flor said. “My doesn't appear to bother him.”
goal would be to have a good.
season and maybe get a tryout

“Serving Area travellers Since 1973°

:

Patagonia Shorts, Shirts, Pants and Outerwear
Gore-Tex and Pile Outerwear by Moonstone
=

= Two locations within

walking distance of HSU!
And in McKinleyville:
uoia Auto supply
20g8 Centeal Ave 839-1574
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Sonoma State won 3-2 over CSULA, 3-0 against Dominguez

The Homets shut out the Gators in the second half after leading at halftime 26-10.
St. Mary’s beat Hayward
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Hills, and lost 0-3 to Riverside and 0-3 to Pomona.

4-0.

Hayward won 3-2 over Menlo College.

The Pioneers were held to 10 first down and only 212 yards of total offense.

San Francieco State won 3-2 over Alaska-Anchorage, beat
Dominguez Hills 3-0 and leet 0-3 to CSULA, 3-2
to San
.
1-3to Pomona.
and dino
' Berna
- Stanisiaus played in the Fresno Pacific Tournament.

Sonoma State was idie.
Saturday’s games:
HSU hosts Cal Poly SLO at 7 p.m.
St. Mary’s at Sonoma State at 1 p.m.

This week's games:

San Francisco State at Menlo College at 1:30 p.m.

13-Sept. San Bernadino at San Francisco State

Hayward at UC Davis at 7 p.m.

15-Sept. Southern Orego at Chico

:

Offensive player of the week:
one pass
HSU running back Jerry Rollings (6-1, 215, Sr.) rushed 127 yards on 23 carries, caught
for eight yards in Lumberjacks victory over Western —

Hayw
at UCard
Santa Cruz
laus
College
at Menlo
Stanis
16-Sept. HSU at San Bernadino
ld
17-Sept. San Francisco State , Chico at Bakersfie
Classic

HSU, Hayward and Stanislaus at Dominguez Hills

Delonsive Player of the week:
Chino State iidabocker Todd bull (6-2, 225, Sr.) hed 10 tedides end orie quarterback endictor an 11

Tourmey

SSU, UC Da vis at Grand Canyon Tourney

yard loss in the Wildcats victory over the mighty Poets of Whittier.

Playe
of the r
week:

Stat of the week:
HSU Kicker Raul De Le Flor leads the nation with eight field goals.
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walkers
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.m. and

Master’s College

Humboldt State's men’s cross

Both Fresno
rday
at 1 p.m.
Setu

country team is ranked ninth n

ally ranked in the NAIA and

preseason poll released last week

Pacificand Master’sarenation-
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division II national

home match last Wednesday
against Southern
Oregon State.

Although
they were swept, the
Lumberjacks
played each game

.

Junior outside-hitter Laura

Champ

(wre

SIERRA SLEEPING |
ADESIONS BAGS

|

|

led the Jacks with 17

- kills,
man middle-blocker
Andrea Thorpe added 13 kills
and 10 defensive digs.

First year Head Coach Sharon

King aaa a.very tall line-up
starters averaging five
wi

7

feet, 10 inches.

Coach King said after the
game thatshe has seenimprovement over the course of each
match and mentioned a key injury that may have hurt the
fon against Southern Oregon

Lite Loft and Down Filled
Sale Priced From $128.00

@MOONSTONE
20%

=

FACTORY & WAREHOUSE

OUTLET SALE

OFF

Sept. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19
Wed., Thur., Fri., Sat., Sun.

ewe missed Tanja Elliott tonight,” King said. “We'll need
her healthy to be Sovndrve at
the Western Invitational.”
. Elliott, a junior middle-

USED RENTAL

blocker, did miss the Western

Invitational at UC Davis and
the Lumberjacks only ——
matches.
four n
to win onegamei
The ‘Jacks have a fairly young

team and are still learning to
play together undera new head
coach. “Hopefully wecan put it
all together when league play
starts,” said freshman defense
.
specialist Jennifer Ebert.
The Jacks will face Cal State

on Thursd
inoayand
San Bernad
wil finlah. the toed trip at the
Dominguez Hills Invitational.
ee
eee
a
play where the Lumberjacks
a 6-6 record last year in the always competitive Northern
California Athletic Conference.

De La Flor
°Continued from page 37
De La Flor dodges pomerere a

treating gamesituationslike practice.

“When I'm out —_ kicking sa
in a game I think
field
domed ” DeLaFlorsaid.
“I don’t “- ee onan
ractice

es.

go ou

ia see were Tn at and kick

the ball. That’s what makes me
—
relaxed inagame,” hesaid.
is
he
that
De La Flor points out
not kicking these field goals
alone.

“There are a lot of things-that

go with it. The sna

has to be

has tobe there; the
e;
the hold
ther
has to be there. Ifall that
b

I'll be very successworks
ful. They have dane s greet je

he said.
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Words without action ring hollow.
Arcata officials vowed action when they started
receiving complaints more than two years ago from
people with disabilities about the lack of access to public
buildings and businesses.
In an unprecedented 1991 proclamation, the Arcata
city council voted to “uphold and enforce the spirit of
the law” of both state and federal disabled access stan-

~—

It’s Arcata’s turn

Under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990,
businesses and public buildings must be made acces-

sible to people with disabilities.

However, when little was done to deal with compliance problems, it took pressure from the office of the
state attorney general for the city to begin to make good
on its promise.

City officials now insist the city is on its way to full
compliance with both federal and state laws but still
some businesses lag behind.
The city made positive strides last year when it

formed a disabled access appeals board that includes
representatives of both people with disabilities and
members of the building community.
Financial considerations are a valid concern for businesses facing potentially expensive renovations, especially during these times of economic uncertainty.
However, they have had three years to make the necessary changes. In addition, the federal government offers
businesses assistance in the form of tax credits.
The Lumberjack acknowledges the concerns of busi-

nesses but recognizes that between economic and civil
rights considerations, the latter must take precedence.
The Lumberjack recommends the city force businesses
in violation of the ADA to comply as quickly as possible. If businesses do not comply, then they must be
fined. Given a choice between compliance and the act’s

$50,000 fine for noncompliance, businesses would make
the changes. Anything less would be relegating people
with disabilities to second-class citizenship.
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Time keeps on slippin’
Our society is one that is built around

the measurement of time. Would many
of the inventions of yesterday and today
be
ible without time?
e integrated circuit, the backbone of
practically every facet of our life today,
would not exist without being able to
measure time. There would be no urgency in most of life’s daily activities
without time.
r
So what am I getting at?
It seems most teachers think that we

students are made of time or have the
ability to manipulate time as we please. I
believe this because most teachers havea
tendency to hold you over inclasssothey
can present just “one final thing.”
The student is caught in the middle of
being rude to the first teacher and leaving on time or being rude to the next one
while coming in late.
During the first week I saw three stu_ dents registered in a class dropped to the

vas
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called.
All three had a prior class in Founders
Hall and had to get to the Annex for their

next one.
That is quite a walk in less than ten
minutes.

. What is the remedy for this problem?
Let’s just ask our highly respected in-

structors for a little more consideration of
time when the period is starting to wind
down. There is always next session to fill
our heads with your invaluable information. Thank you.
Paul Arebalo
junior, physical education

Soberjack Days?
I was saddened to see alcohol will no
longer be served at Lumberjack Days.
Our short-sighted leaders (in the form
of the Lumberjack Days staff) have the
idea that by limiting the availability of
alcohol, there will be a tremendous drop
in problems at the event.
mehow, they even believe that alco-

hol and_ marijuana are one in the same.

Seg ee

Ee

Letters policy
pe

Letters and columns fo the Lumberjack must be received by 5 p.m. the
Friday before publication date. Items can be mailed, delivered or faxed to:
The Cumberjack
Humboldt State
Nelson
Hall East 6
Arcata,
CA 95521
Phone #: (707) 626-3271
Fax: (707) 826-6921
Letters and columns are subject to these guidelines:
They must be typed or neatly printed.
ees we mimes 10 SOU Warde, COMMS are lenited to G80 words. Longer lems wit not be
considered.
eltems must be verified before they're published. They need a signature, address and phone number.
Students must also include their major and yearin school. Anonymous letters will not be published.
eltems are subject to editing for style and grammar, and may be condensed to fit available space.

Publication is not guaranteed.

Now, it is true that when some people”
et drunk, they act like complete idiots.
ut I believe the university police have
consistently done a good job in remedying the situation.

Carissa Starr hopes this move will “de-

ter people from getting drunk there (in

Logging Town).” Unfortunately, she may

be correct. Unless someone is crafty
enough to sneak in some hard alcohol,
people intent on drin
it king
will consume
it in the parking lots, their cars or, worse
yet, at home before driving to the event.

Realistically, the only people that will

See Letters, page 41
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lly, an appro priate mascot
distinctive and one could even
In regard ~ Joshua Kinch’s
suggestion of “returning
to

Humboldt’s traditional tiesto

the woods, with a new nanie
honoring
the new forestry and
new environmentalism,”
I feel
it’s time to settle this thing
once and for all so we can get
back to the real work of wilderness restoration.
a Fritjof Capra fan, I

am well aware that we are in
a worldwide crisis and it isn’t
one thing like patriarchy, fossil fuels, or lack of
genuine
compassion that is the lone
monster, but the whole linking web that supports and
nourishes these, which includes
even the smallest icons
of our crumbling society, in
this case, The Lumberjack.
So what would actually
work?
A friend laughingly said,
“How about the Humboldt
State Purple Hair Indica Buds,
home to pot-smoking geniuses.” Humm. Psychedelic,

World of the Fallen
¥. Tree, Author Chris
Maser illustrates
how, after the de-

say an accurate portrait of
many of our students, but

uninviting
for those who

aren’t smokers and in
my case,
notgeniuses.
We <n
at
honest and strut
around as the
Pulp
Mills,
Stumps,
or
Cloudbursts.
But we're aiming for a sense of
ride and a little .
itof good luckand
I don’t see where
the inspiration is here.
How about the HSU
Vegetarians and Organic
Farmers? Economic, heightened
consciousness
and
empathetic, but it fails to account

for the hefty number of students
who have appetites for the
Depot’s pepperoni pizza.
But here’s something that
works. It’s the mycorrhizal fungi.
Found extensively in old
growth groves, these microbes
combine with other soil fungi

resemble.

a
lara studies indicate
soybeanand other legumes grow
up to 200 times more vi
ly
when aided by mycorrhizal.
Notsexist, racist,
homophobic,
or ageist but downright likable.
The fungi seem so helpful even
Simpson inoculates their seeds

with the bacteria.

For those shaking your heads
saying “no fungus is going to be
our mascot,” I say give it a try.
Justdown theroad,
at U.C. Santa
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p4} grazers,
.-. such as
nematodes,
We ses “
.aphids,
cad
%

emcee

A®..s

Mycorchi zal...

collem-

bolans.”

that colonize the root systems
on plants and trees, assisting it
in gathering water and nutrients while helping defend
against root-devastating pathogens. A good person to have on
any team.
In the forest service publication,

The

Seen

and

Unseen

HSU sociology Professor Bill
Devall
characterizes
the
mycorrhizals as having “communication over time and space
about the vital process in society
and (how) to keep those processes flowing.”
He sees the
fungi as an exemplary model for
what the college campus should

Cruz, their mascot is the humble

banana slug, and, although the
national championships aren’t
rolling in, the students seem to
like it.
As a friend of mine there extoa
eet ets
om the male bravado of most
mascots. I’d much rather be surrounded by Banana Slugs than
Wolverines or a pack of Runnin’
Rebels.”
“Go Mycorrhizals!!” It has
nice ring toit..
Grafton, a special major senior,
to k
the year off school to read the
books he wants to read.

|

The true cost of fun at HSU
Letters

By George Clark

* Continued from page 40
be affected by this action are those of
us who use alcohol in a responsible
manner and those organizations which
rely on the sale of beer for their accounts. Minors will always be able to
get booze. And as far as the idiots go,
well, maybe they’ll move up to pot,
shrooms or something just as easy to
hide.
.
Prohibition did not work in the 1920s.
What makes us think that it will work
in the 1990s.
Matthew McDonald
senior, molecular biology
In last week’s article about Lumber-

jack Days, the reason for not having
alcohol was mis-stated.
The reason there will be no alcohol

this

year is because the club coordina-

tor,

Tina Bennefield, was let go due to

It is astonishing how HSU students continue to pay millions of dollars in fees for
student activities and sports while entire departments (such as “education”)
disappear.
The University Center's student activities fees have made Center Activities and
CenterArts a reality over the years, but look closer at who really benefits: The
University Center’s top six personnel together are com
with more than
$200,000 a year in salary and benefits because HSU’s executives deem these

after the mythically infamous giant
lumberjack, Paul Bunyan.
But, did you realize Paul Bunyan
racticed beastiality? Think about it.
aul wasa giant burly lumberjack out
in the cold untamed frontier of the
Pacific Northwest. There were no
women of his giant size to quench his
manly desires, but he did own agiant
Ox.
Basically, you have a sexually repressed lumberjack living alone in
desolate wilderness with an ox which
he affectionately calls “Babe.” It’s not
difficult to figure out what was going
on

services “necessary” to HSU’s “mission.”

Last April, thiscampus tossed fam-

ily values out the window and voted
to promote promiscuous sex with
oxen.
Ain
ra
Dan Quayle was right!
‘Andrew I. Jones

junior, journalism

budget cuts.
Withouta full-time advisor, the ABC :

(Alcoholic Beverage Control) refused
to issue a license for alcohol. Period.

Instead of seeing it as a drawback,
we on the committee
see it as an asset.
Weare working
hard to make sure this

year’s event

cess.

will be an enjoyable suc-

-

Marilyn W. Gee

Lumberjack Days committee chair
senior, African studies special
.
major

"Jacks and beastiality

No, notanother letter about the mas-

cot debate! Last April, everyone got
the issues
oriack

is

with

Se eae halen on bis chose

ahug

Since no regular man could do this,

it is obvious our mascot was

‘J’ deserves respect, too
Do my eyes deceive me? An ad
from Lumberjack Enterprises in the

Sept.

1 issue of The Lumberjack
de-

tailed several campus food services,

—

and in big bold letters it also read:
“(you should try our other services)
... because “J”

only so long!!!”

What kind of

recruitment) of a small group of males?

can be eaten for

Their HSU male-executive counterparts decided to ignore the student vote.
Once again, a powerful few will successfully divert public funds their way just as

does this

send to a student who has purchased
ameal plan for the “J?” Is Lumberjack
Enterprises trying to make a statement about their own food qualityat
the
Would you ever hear McDonald's

say, “Hey, try our Quarter-Pounder,
pres
‘ve
had our Big

Someone’s
not thinking.
Andrew I. Jones

This mission clearly appeals to the amusement, benefit and retention of those
who can afford the leisure time and the fees to repeatedly consume them.
For example, one Center Activities kayaking trip, costing $60, actually costs $500
after you include five years of student activities fees (the average that HSU
students take to graduate).Wouldn’t you rather have a kayak?
If you attend 10 Center Arts events at $12 each, your tickets would actually cost
$560 if you include your fees. Wouldn’t it be neat if a part of HSU’s mission was to
—
you with a fine violin or cello to keep? As a result, these fun activities
me cheaper the more you can afford to consume them yet they are paid for by
all students and taxpayers, most of whom can barely afford them.
What culturally divides countries, cities and communities is the same thing that
has wrought wars since the beginning of human history. By whatever means are
expedient, those with the ability to consume the most will do so. The prerogatives
powerful are as evident on college campuses today as they were in pre-war
of the
;
as a cause for vio
Germany when the powerful blamed their f
Nazi
For their part, HSU executives and CSU officials do little to develop programs
that work to educate students about their class society, their part in it, the historical significance, and the importance of Sreees eee unions to protect their
rights. This is exactly what sealed the fate of teachers
imprisoned in Germany and
the United States in the 1920s and ‘30s. (Today, in the absence of Nazi prison
camps, campuses minimalize the teaching of labor history anyway.)
A case in point is the overwhelming majority of HSU students that voted to
reaper student fees away from athletics. After all, why should all students be
taxed
to pay for the privileged athletic escapades (travel, hotels, restaurants,

our regressive tax system ensures that only the little

le pay most of the taxes

and fees to fund their social and political agendas. “aa male individuals wish
|

to play largely male games, let them pay for it!
Saar'a tirel Listshorpich tious, Peatabindan tae heal of Labet Uniy, inate to

mention of the

of that date. If students were soundly educatedto

remember their roots, i.e., why they didn’t work in factories as
we
then
and

hale

children,
why they

ae pra scary!
cosa
oul
tian a ga
asi
t
labor
unio
on every campus to guarantee
U4 thete
to have a voice in their own education.
Sealy Ge ete Ce
ee
eee
we

to grow and students
were encouraged

use

cheap

junior, journalism

Clark graduated from HSU in 1982 with a liberal arts degree.
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CLASSIFIED
OPPORTUNITIES

tures,

IF YOU LIKE SCHOOL, you'll

tivities offers
from
backpack rentals
to sailing lessons, cooking classes to skiing, whitewater canoeing to
massage. Call 826-3357
if you
are looking forfun, new friends,
ways to get out of town or just
a new skill.
The week of Sept. 13-17
there are new sessions of the
following CENTER ACTIVI-

love work. Avoid oppression of
regulated time. Learn mulii-

level marketing. Network your

way to financial security with

. Multi-Pure. JAY.

822-9268.

COME BY CENTER ACTIVITIES located
in the University
Center for information
on Leisure Classes, Outdoor Adven-

Outdoor

TIES LEISURE

Equipment

CLASSES:

Intro. to the Harp, Guitar, Intro.
to Conga Drumming, Conga

Rentals and Arcata Commu-

nity Pool classes. Center Ac-

Drumming

Groove

Class,

Stained Glass, Vegan Cooking

and Nutrition, Practice Your
Spanish, Getting
the Most from
Your Mac.

|

ee
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HAVE YOU BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH LYME DISEASE in the last seven years,
and are you between 18 & 64
yrs. old? Your experience can
help our research. Please call
Dr. Jim Knight, 826-3573.

LEGAL MANUAL

SERVICES

A government
that knowingly
issues
falee dogmas

COMPUTER
SERVICES all
aspects.
Affordable, flexible,
reliable. We write custom “dBase”
programs for your special school
and business needs, without
buyingsoftware. 826-2968- Sway.

marijuana and then through its
laws ruthlessly
crushes marijuana
users, must be resisted
and ©
defied at the same level that it
threatens
us. That level is the
legal-judicial reaim. We mustbe
armed in that realm in order to
preserve ourselves. We mustbe
armed
with the “law.”

HENDERSON STREET WORD
7

which to resist unfair police
methods. His book contains
the

moet important
things about
+

marfjuana
lew that a user must
know. It ts like our self-defense
manual.to guide us to freedom

BORE

0 RAEAA MOGHTS 0 DEARSIES 0 SETURAG 0
0 PRITAEY 0 MAWES « STONES
OOS 0
© CARS o MOUEES o & FTOAR. 0

!

TUTORING
IN
BIOPSYCHOLOGY/PHILOSOPHY OF
LANGUAGE by an “affiliate
member” of the Society for
Neuroscience. Flexible rates. Call
John, 826-0433.

through the maze of onerous anti-

AUTOMOTIVE

merjuana laws.
We must know the law to fight the
law. We must fight fire with fire.
- J. Tony Serra, Attomey at Law

SIGNED COPIES $12.95+ $3 P/H
(CAL. RES. ADD $1.06 SALES TAX)

@LAW

OFFICE OF RICHARD GLEN BOIRE ©P.0. BOX 734819

_@DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 95617-3481 ©

@

1967 MGB CLASSIC MOTORCAR offered at $3450. Blue
convertible, toneau cockpit
cover, canvascarcover. Spoke
wheels. Dual Carburetor. Quite
zippy. May Finance. 1-6293430.

Winter Fuel injection Inspection

Call 826-1265,

IV
o

Calvin & Hobbes by Bill Watterson

rire

THRILLS
CENTER ACTIVITIES OUTDOOR ADVENTURE PRO-

GRAMS scheduled for the
weekend of Sept. 18-19 include: Intro to Sea Kayaking,
Intro to Whitewater Canoeing,
Rock Climbing, Laser Sailing,
for romance. $200/ mo—it's a Multi-level Waterskiing and
deal! Keith: 822-2871 eves.,
Saimor/Steelhead Fishing. No
442-1711 days.
experience needed. Everyone
welcome to participate. Call
WHY RENT when you might ' 826-3357 for registration inforbe able to own a 3 bdrm, 2.5
mation.
bath townhouse in Arcata. This
is a great opportunity to have
SEAHORSES—enjoy horseyour living expenses covered
back riding on beautiful Clam
by roommates. With normal
Beach—individuals, groups,
down, payments are less than
parties—excellent rates, terprevailing rents. Worth explorrific horses. Also, mountain
ing the possibilities! PRO-Pahorsepacking adventures inthe
Cific Realty. 826-7103.
Trinity Alps wilderness—any
UNIQUE SETTING- Remodeled 2-3 bedroom house, Set
back from street next to redwood grove & creek. Large
deck, quiet, country-like feel

reka. $775/mo. 443-9868.

GREAT ROOMS FOR RENT
starting Jan 1. 5 min walk to
school, big clean house , yard,
hardwood floors.
Find your
new room now and relax. Call
822-2006.

riding level OK. 839-4946, 839-

4615.

|

WANTED
RESEARCHER WRITER, EDITOR WANTED 8-10
hr pt. time
flexible hours. Send resumé,
letter to EPIC WEST, P.O. Box
980, Arcata, 95521.

ATTENTION ALL BANDS! If
you are good and want to play
for an excellent cause, please
call Lisa at 826-0908 as soon
as possible.

Schedule Changes
@
8
a
3)

The following changes did not appear
in last week's Lumberjack.
Please make a note!
1. First bus southbound daily leaves Arcata at
6:40 a.m.

A. 5:30 a.m. Southbound starts in Eureka.

B. 6:05 a.m. Southbound no longer operates.
2. Old Arcata Road bus Southbound leaves

Arcata at 6:15 p.m.

Hard starting. hesitation &/or poor mleage??

Expires 9/24/93

822-3770 ‘oorer
bKes avatadie

BIKE
STOP AT NOTHINGTO
KILL. WE.

CT

822-6062.

ask

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR
ARCATA 2 BDRM. Large
kitchen, off-street parking,
close to Plaza & Uniontown.
Male or female, I’m not looking

$18.95
Ape you having eraiires wats: ans heel Ijectod

better situated. $275/
mo plus utilities treats you to
semi-elegant
living inthe castle.
Available Oct. 1. Call Blake at

FOR RENT

if
Quality Service ¢ Affordable Prices

could function as a full-time
residence or a part-time getaway space.
Night person

Call Blaze,

PROCESSING, for all your typing
needs. Phone (707) 443-6128. - but near Cutten district of Eu-

Richard
Boire's Marjuana Law
gives us the legal armaments
with

GLEM

some equ

for John, $550 OBO.

NOTICES

AICHARO

amp. and

mare $300. Also, BEER MIR-

monitor.

SPRING BREAK
‘94.
Call 1-800-950-1039,
ext. 75.

OV

P

inthe Bohemian Pythian Castle

with Social Sci Grad Student.
Femme preferred. Your room

IBM 286 COMPUTER 12MH2
40 MB hard-drive, mouse, joystick, software, printer, EGA

FREE T-SHIRT
and to
for FREE TRIP to 4

;$MARIJUANA LAW

ROOMMATE SOUGHT FOR
2 BDRM downtown apartment

150 GAL. FISH TANK with
stand and equipment: $300.
FENDER , wel teeta
RORS for sale.

Raleses Muchas
You
Want in One Waek!
Market Applications
for VISA,
MASTERCARD,
MCI,
AMOCO,
etc. Call
for your

Svar 699 960 peasple are arrested
fer marijuana possession each yoart

SALE

822-6685.

$100. ..$600. ..$1500!

A COMPREHENSIVE

FOR

Lif

RIDE THE BUS

AUTHORITY

New schedules (Timetable 22) availableat
University Ticket Office, Nelson Hall East,
eas

and on buses.

CALENDAR - womnne
Wednesdayls
—

sBoccer: HSU Lumberjacks

on field seminars or.catalog

.
a
Ceter
et

at The Master's College,
Fresno, 1 p.m. —

by calling 946-2263

*Solar Photovoltaic Work-

Men and Women’s Croes

eunday

Humboldt Invitational at

Music

4p.m.

eBlues Jam at the

shop sponsored by The

ampes

, ,

et Cetera

a

Appropriate
Technology

77 ~

(CCAT),4to6

7

Center newsletter can call
826-4216, or stop by House
55. Deadline has tentativiy
been set for 10/5.

. Gecoor: HED Losiajecks

Country team will host the

Park.
ks
Point State
Patric

\ ge’ _ Center for

eMatrix Newsletter: Persons interested in writing
for the HSU Women’s

p.m. For more

information contact Corey

*Late Night Arcade: The
Frater_ Tau Kappa Epeilan

Thursday16

nity is sponsoring Arcade

Movies

pene

in 0a.m.
Sharkey’s
night
to 2:30
Eurekaat, 12:3

i

is sponsor-

Sierra

*GLBSA: The Gay, Lesbian
Bisexual Student Association will be hosting a movie

ing a three day backpack-

ing trip into the Marble
Mountains Wilderness. For

at 7 p.m. in HSU

detailed information contact

House 55. Infor-

Kathryn L. at 839-4426.

mation on upcom-

ing events can be

obtained at House 55 as

For more information

t
nco
Pambia
Dan ac
cont

826-3631.

Theatre

Music

@ Cetera,

Com
y Tonight
Comed

Jambalaya, 9:30 p.m. 8224766 for information.

ene

nati nc

pedro

orkshops on

ays
_the let and Srd Saturd
of each month from 10 a.m.

Music
Stillwater

From Comedy
Comedy:
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